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I• Introduction 

The purpose of the present study has been to inves-

tigate by methods that are as yet relatively gross the 

phenomena ooouring in the cerebral cortex in the intact 

animal under several sets of fairly well known oonditi9ns. 

It is believed that such a study will throw light both 

upon facts of overt behavior and of·exper1ent1al phenomena 

that already exist but are little understood. Indeed it 

might be supposed that the facts or cerebral function and 

the tacts of behavior would be mutually dependent. 

For the purpose of orienting the reader to·this study, 

it might be well to review the t hues in the spectrum' of 

psychological interests and standpoints. At the one end, 

there are those who lean upon the periphery tor their ex-

planations of many behavior phenomena. at least in account-

ing for sensory phenomena. A great variety of chemioal and 

mechanical processes have been postulated to explain the 

selective nature of vision and hearing. Still ~mong the 

group of investigators who emphasize physiology, there are 

those who do not lean so heavily upon the periphery but 

aeek explanatory factors in the central nervous system. 

They'attempt to show how the cerebral cortex alone accounts 

for complicated behavior, and for the absence or a one-to-

one correspondence between a selected stimulus and an organ-

ism's response. In addition, they have attempted to find 

restricted areas in the brain that somehow control specific 

cases of observed behavior. Supposedly, these areas had 

been found. 
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Still other investigators approached the problem of phys-

iologioal analysis 1n terms or neural bonds in a hope or 

showing how the complex organism learns .. · 

In the middle of the spectrum of psycbologioal stand-

points are found attention theories or behavior. a group of 

relatively" non-phys1olog1oal theories, as stated. These 

are as diversified among themselves as the physiological 

group. Finally, at the .other end or the range lie social 

theories of' behavior couched in terms of sympathy, imitation. 

habit, and suggestion. 

The rs.ct that all. these theories can be reduced to one, 

under a common set or principles has not been as evident to 

psychologists as it should have been. The present inves-

tigation owes its motivation to a set of principles which 

promise to become widely applicable 1n all phases or psych-

ology, hence achieving unity in the science. Xhese princi-

ples are laws of' dynamic a. They are not located in the 

spectrum at any particular place but correspond to the 

light itself from which the colors were derived .. Though 

we shall attempt to test their serviceability in dealing 

with the nervous system directly. we are no more concerned 

with physiological than with any other 'brand' or psychology, 

f'or the rea~on that all psychology raises pbysiologioal 

questions. We are interested in the fW1ction or the cortex 

in relation to psychological situations. and in testing 

conventional theories of brain activity. 



Ina.smuoh as ou.r experimentation has been directed 

upon phenomena as reoorded :from the o erebral cortex, and 

inasmuch as much will be a41d about the historic and current 

views o:f brain :f\lnction1ng in contrast with the view presented, 

a history of the former will be given .in brief. 

Investigations on the central nervous system fall con-
' 

ven;ently into 3 categories: (1) the clin;cal or pathologi-

cal, (2) the anatomical and embryological, both gross and 

microscopic, and (3) the exp~rimsnt~l. The history of the 

latter reveals three methods, first, the faradization of the 

cortex and other brain parts~. second ablation, and third 

chemical poisoning by such drugs as strychnine. 

It has been suggested that the Russian school, led by 

Pavlov, presents a fourth direct method of' study or the cen-

tral nervo\ls system. Such is not the case, however, for with 

all of the precision or method o.f the school, end their pos-

tulates regarding the cortex, they have experimented directly 

upon the cortex only as they have .used ablation wh1oh has 

already been mentioned•as a separate method in itself. 

Although Yl1ll1s, a couple of' centuries ago, at~empted 

to assign functions to di.ff'erent parts of the brain, consid• 

ering it an assemblage of organs, nothing of note followed 

until the time of Gall and Spurzheim• Gall, in 1805, declared 

that there were 35 faculties. Flourens, in 184~, although 

he credited Gall with being·a skilled anatomist, opposed the 

compartmentalizing the brain in order to account for f'aoul-

ties. ·He insisted that the cerebrum was functionally an 
indivisible unit. 
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Herbart opposed Gall's phrenology on the ground that it 

destroyed the unity of the mind. Finally the ideas of 

Gall,which nevertheless became popular, were somewhat 

modified by the work of Car11s and Emil Huscke_. who stated 

that the brain had three main sections, the forepart for 

ideation~ the middle of the cerebrum for sensation,. and the 

cerebellum for vol1t1.on. This formula held sway till about 

1850, when from then until abottt 1870 Flourens' idea of the 

unity of the cerebrum came 1nto vogue. 

The work of Boulllard on aphasia antedates that of the 

better known Broca and the later Wernicke. The former, led 

by, his erroneous notions of phrenology, attempted to map 

out functions for various portions of the brain. In 1825~ 

he declared the frontal lobes were concerned with speech• 

In present-day terminology, t~ey would have been oalled the 

"center" for speech. In· 1833, Andral produced 14 oases 

which contradicted Bouillard, hence the latter was outshadowed 

until 1836, when Maro Dax found evidence of right-sided par-

alysis due to .frontal lesions 1n the left hemisphere and 

vice versa, thus evidently pointing to looalizat1on of func-

tion. 

Longet, Magend1e,Matteuc1, Van Deen. Flourens, and 

Soh&f.f had declared up to the time of Broca that cerebral 

functions were not localized. '!'be first mentioned bad used - . 

mecbsnioal irritation, cauterization, and faradic stimulation 

on dogs, rabbits and kids without obtaining evidence for 

localization. 

In 1864 Bandolet removed the cerebral hemispheres from 
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fishes, producing an artificial sluggishness. However, when 

forced to move they did so in a normal fashion. If ablation 

went further and destroyed the midbrain, both sigh~ and equil-

librium were lost. In 1869 Goltz and Blanscbko, removed the 

cerebral hemispheres ot the frog only to find its behavior 

sl1ghtly_modit1ed except tor "initiative~ 

reflexes were present, though forced stimulation was required 

to arouse the animals. Under these conditions, they would 

swim and would avoid objects. Bechterew performed the same 

operation upon birds, finding them to be passive also. 

They would remain in one position making continuous bead 

movements ; if thrown into the air they would fly. Bow ever, 

they would alight indiscriminately on harmless and dangerous 

objects. Substantially the same lack of initiative, and the 

refusal to eat food unless forced, was found in the case of 

cerebral ablation in dogs by Goltz in 1892. One might have 

expected that these findings would have led to greater caution 

in the supposi t!on of localize.t:l'. func t1ons but they seemingly 

had little effect. 

Broca ( 1861) announced that the loss of motor power 

of speech was due to lesions of the posterior part of the 

third frontal convolution in the left hemisphere. This be• 

havior disturbance he called apbren1a~ later termed ·aphasia 

by Trousseau. The affected brain area came to be called 

Broca 1s area. In contradiction _to Broe~ 1 s assertion, Cbaroot 

maintained that centers were fictitious, and that the loss of 



speech was due to lack of coordination between higher and 

lower levels. 
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w·ernicke,- in 18?4,. distinguished between motor and 

sensory aphasia, accepting Brooa's area tor the.former and 

assigning a different seat to the latter. Be also introduced 

the idea of cortical,, subaort1cal and transcortical ap~asia. 

The first type, a case of destruction of the center, was thus 

a complete loss of function; the seoond was a case of intact 

center, but a loss of connection between the ear and the 

muscles or articulation, so that the patient became word deaf 

or else incapable of actually enunciating. The third type 

was said to depend upon the severance of association fibres 

between other parts of the brain used in language. Kussmaul, 

in 1876, divided sensory aphasi~ into verbal deafness and 

verbal blindness. 

The first functional area to be definitely n localized u 

by experimen_tal 1nve~t1gation was the motor area in dogs. 

( Fritsch and Hitzig, 1870) Their findings were anything 

but preoise and have been verified and refined as far as 

the exactness of the area is concerned. However, much 

confusion has arisen because of the false assumptions that 

a verification of this excitability validated the logic of 

Fritsch. and H1tz1g in postulating localization of function. 

In 1876, Ferrier extended their method to small monkeys where 

he found a much more detailed 1looal1zat1on' possible. Re 

believed the motor area to extend along both sides of the 

fissure of Rolando. Beever and Horsley, in 1890, •confirmed• 

Ferrier in virtually every point, but Grllnbaum and Shorrington, 
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using unipolar stimulation, which was a much better method 

for del1nea,tion, found that the 'motor area' did not extend 

to the posterior side of the Rols.ndic ·.fissure. Otherwise 

they 1conf1rmed I Farrier's localization,, 
' ' 

Ferr1er,1n 1875, stimulated the cuneus and obtained 

eye movements. Mun¥,. several years later~ observed blindness 

to result from "tumors in the ouneus. In 1855 , Panizzi 

found that the dog was unable to see after injury to the 

occipital lobe. In 1905., Pan1ch1 demonstrated that the de-

str11ction of the visual area did not render the animal per-

manently blind though dea~ruction of the whole oooipital 

lobe did. 

The 'body sense area I was studied by Luciani in 1885, 

von Monakow 1n 1902, by Flechsig in 1904, by Campbell in 1905, 

and later by others. 

Meynert, in 1872 published tbe first modern work of note 

upon the histology of the cerebrwn. Bis observations$ point-

ing ot,.t the assooia~ion fibres, the projection areas, and 

other struotl1ras, were essentially like those of recent times. 

Lewis and Clark, in 1B78• made a study of the brain• examin-

ing its strata witb a view toward distinguishing their differ-

ences and relative positions. Following this• Flechsig accom-, 

pl1shed a notable piece of work on the study of the develop~ 

ment of brain tissues by observing the myel1nat1on of the 

various parts at different stages of brain growth. In 1898, 

he reported 40 myelo-genetic fields• but in 1901, reduced the 
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nwnber to 36. However, be was opposed by Hitzig who, 

nevertheless, admitted the general truth of F'lecbsig's find-

ings but 1n a less positive way. Vogt directly oontl'adioted 

" many of' Fleohsig's t'esults, although the latter*s contl"ibu-

tion stands as one of' a unique type, and bis plates &l'e in 

many of the latest textbooks~ 

In 1895, there was a posthwnous publication or a study 

by Hammarberg. on the laminations of the cortex, in which the 

greatest cell deficiency was found 1n aments. 'Ibis def"1c1Ency 

varied f'rom area to area, sometimes 1:p.cluding the precentra.l 

and postcentral gyr1. Also,there was no greater defic1enoy 

in the tassociation at"eas• than in any other parts of the 

cortex. 

About this time ( 1880} there was a three cornered con-

troversy between Munk, Goltz, and Luciani and Sepp111. Munk 

maintained localization, Goltz denied it, and the latter two 

declared functional. areas to be complex and to ove1--lap. 

Ferrier was really a party to this general discussion when 

he exhibited a monkey at the same time that Goltz exhibited 

a dog at a congress in England• Ferrier, of' course, insisted 

upon localization. 

Incidentally, it might be stated that the improvement in 

the microscope from time tdj' time had enabled Scbleiden and 

Schwann to formulate the cell theory in 1838-39. Twehty years 

later began the development of staining methods in histo-

logical technique •. Although Descartes postulated animal 

spirits which coursed up and down the various channels of 

the body, it WEl's not until 1891 that Waldeyel" coined the 



term "neurone" in stating his general theory of nerves. 

In the same year ( 1842) that du Bois Reymend discovered 

the demaraation current, von ~eibig introduced the term 

"metabolism"into scientific literature. 
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From the time of du Bois Raymond on, coun't.lesa studies 

have been made on the nature 0£ the nervous impulse. The 

calculation or its rate by Helmholtz was an historical ach~ev-

ment .. Though its predictions were considered worthless by· 

M&ller because he considered experimental proof impossible, 

it was but a short time until Helmholtz had obtained evidence 

rrom h1s work on frogs. 

These facts are mentioned, first, to show the stage ot 

thinking that existed about the close of the nineteenth cen-
. -

t.ury, and sea ond, to show the· proximate time or the origin 

of concepts now so familiar that they are regarded through 

tradition, to be the only possible bases of neurological 

theory. 

Curiously, about the time that the cell theory was ad-

vanced by Schleiden and Sahwann, Marshall Ball announced the 
. . 

distinction between reflex acts and those of consoious vol-

ition. Only development in the histology of nerve pathways 

was then necessary to make the concept of reflex action a 

tradition. Even Flourens, an ardent advocate of cerebral 

unity, established with Legallo1s 1n 1826 a reflex center 

for respiration. 

In 1902, Loeb summarized both the work or Uoltz and his 

own, and found evidence opposed to the restriction of nassoc-

iative memory" to any part of the cerebrum. .He evolved the 
theory of functional periodicities in the various parts of 
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of the cortex. In 1909, Munk constructed a theory of 

'aggregation of sensory spheres'• in which he considered 

the entire cerebral cortex as the aggregate, and to be the 

seat or intelligence, which he defined as the oo$at1on and 

product of all the ideas arising from the sense-peroeptions. 

For him the interconnections between these spheres were en-

tirely adequate for the most complex 1nttigrat1ons, so that 

there was no need for the postulation of any specialized 

association centers or areas set aside.for the intellectual 

processes. Monakow ( 1914 l essentially agrees in believing 

the evidenc_e inadequate to establish any special intellectual 

function in the association areas and points out that while 

the simple sensory and motor functions m~y be definitely lo-

calized in different parts of the cortex. the more complex 

processes ot memory, and the like. involve the coordination 

of several ot the speoial areas. 

In a broad sense of the term, all of' the views that have 

been mentioned are localization.theories, in that they at 

least make the brain the .!!!!:. of some function even though it 

be intelligence. Intelligence and the sensory functions 

resided there, oonseq\lently 1t was only a matter of dee 1d-

1ng about the'!nternal government.• 

The theories with reference to brain functioning in 

intelligent behavior can be divided roughly into four classes: 
. . 

( l) cerebral unity theories, (2) aggregation theories. (3) 

association area theories, and (4) special area tl:leories. 
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To the .first one it may be s~id the.t Longet,. Magendie• 

Matteuci, Van Deen~ Flourens, and Schiff adhered. In their 

day and even to the present,. the common interpretation of . . 

unity he.a been the.t of homogene1tz. And, as such,: this in• 

tarpretation has stood in the way of progress in coping with 

the problem. The assumption of' homogeneous unity did no~ lead 

to experimental problems. The notion or aggregation did• 

however~ for it fitted the mechanistic attitude of the times. 

and as a consequence derived unity and synthesis became pop-

ular suppositions. M~nlls view of a number of sensory spheres 

stands out as an example or the aggregation theory,, inasmuch 

as 1ntell1ge~t behavior was supposed to accrue rrom· the rel-

ationshipa between the spheres. Von Monakow, was opposed 

to locating 1nt.ell1genoe int.he association areas. Loeb's 

notion of the establishment of functional pertod1cit1es 

w1th1n the various parts of the brain 1s sadd to be a unity 

theory ( Lashley ) bu~ since the unity was thought to come 

about by integration , it falls into the class of aggregation 

theories. In t.he notion of the ex.halted role played by the 

associat,i.on areas in intelligent behavior~ the f'ronta1 lobes 

come in again for their share of the credit. .Most writers 

who are concerned w1.tb the brain regard it from the third 

point of view. 

Eitzig, 1.n 1884, stated very plainly the standpoint of 

tho fourth theory. lie believed tJ::1s.t intelligence was to be 

sought in all parts of the cortex, or rat.her all parts of 

the brain, but that thinking demanded a special organ, which 

he sought provisionally 1n the frontal lobes. 
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Some Considerations in Current Investigations. There has 
been an inclination on the part of phys1o~og1sta and neur-
ologists to retain in well kept form Bugblings_Jankson'a 
notion of levels in the central nervous system, so-that we 
read in Bead of' its application to the phenomena of nervous 
disease. Jackson originally stated that destructive lesions 
never cause positive effects but induce a negative condition. 
thus allowing positive symptoms ot. the action of some-lower 
center to appear. Before. injury, the higher centers greatly 
modi.fled or checked the lower, according to the level theory. 
It seems almost as it the-latter are supposed to be dormant 
or latent, lying in wait till something happened to the high-
er centers. Jackson stated that no behavior was pathologic-
al.but so-called disease was the expression of the lower 
centers 1n exaggerated form. H1s plainest expression of the 
idea was 1n connection with organic _hem1ple~1a. lie declared 
that tliis depended. upon two factors, namely, the loss of vol-. . 

untary power, especially in the fingers, the parts most di-
rectly under voluntary control. ibis was the negative effect. 
The 'positive' symptom, the massive overaotion called "spac-
ticity"·~ was the result of the unchecked energy of the low-
er centers. The difficulty was ~ot due then to what· wa~ 
ordinarily known as •1rritation", but the release of_ centers 
trom higher control. This f'\lllct1onal notion along with the 
types of localization just outlinei has been the stock 1n 

trade of clinical neurology for many years. illus there are 
current the ideas that both·inhibition and excitation are 

discrete pr9e 
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disorete processes, each possessing its own properties. 

ibey are construed as abstract functional unit~, or unit pro-

cesses. just as ref'lex arcs are the discrete things eomposed 

of so many nerve cells. Accordingly conventional physiolog-

ical psychology favors the use of so many reflexes ( antago-

nistic or summative ) and so much facilitation and 'inhib1• 

tlon all algebraically applied in a linear fashion. 

In describing the currents of thought 1n _recent times 

and 1n applying meaningf'u:l theory to the present study• some-

thing must be.said about the alleged role of the brain stem 

and the cerebellum. MllCh bas been written about the various 

nuclei in the.stem. It is in order ~o sketch here the con-

clusions of' two sets-of' studies, namely those of Bead and 

his colleagues and those of Magnus and his fellow-workers. 

Their problems relate directly to the role of the inter-

brain and the mldbrain. 

Head and his co-workers hold that i afferent impulses 

are rearranged three times before they reach the cerebral 

cortex. The first re-arrangement is. in the. ap~nal cord, so 

that impulses relative to heat• cold, and ~in, cross to the 

opposite side of the cord soon after entry. and thus are 

carried upward in secondary nerve paths. 1\iose of postural 

recognition and s~tial discrimination ascend in the same 

side as they entert travelling along primary p~~hs., i'hose 

or contact sensibility ascend by a double route, partlp on 

the same side and partly on the opposite. The second re-

arrangement takes place in the nuclei or the posterior col-

umns or the oord 1n the medulla •. From there the pain, heat 
and 
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and cold impulses continue• unaltered, up the same side, 

to the optic thalamus 1 though the paths ·or eaoh are indepen• 

dent. The fibres carrying postural discrimination impulses 

end in nuclei in the medulla. From thence the impulses are . . 

carried by two independent columns, or secondary paths, one 

for postural recognition and one for spatial discrimination. 
' . 

Here, too, the other uncrossed paths now cross. All o:t the 

paths from here are secondary and end,in the optic thalamus. 

In addition to the nerve cell at which the nerve fibres end, 

there is a mass of gray matter called by them, the"essential 

organ of the optic thalamus". They cone luded that t'hts 

forms the center :tor certain fundamental elements of sens-

ation, those having to do with ·pleasure and displeasure. 

One can see how nicely this f1ts in with the notion that all 

sensations must have either pleasurable or displeasdrable_ 

aspects. The thalamus 1s the seat for the pain-pleasure 
,. 

aspeot of consciousness. The impulses, or some derivative 

of them,. that had to do with this emotive aspect were sent 

to the essential organ by way of short tertiary fibres,. 

while there were longer tertiary ones reaching to the cere-

bral cortex. In the thalamus the third re-arrangement or 
the af'ferent impulses took place so that from there up to 

the cortex there were five separate paths, one :tor the im-

pulses of postural recognition ~nd passive moveipent; an-

othei, :;path for tactile impulses• such as for the disorim1na-

t 1on of weights upon a supported.member of the body; an-

other :tor spatial discrimination, such as occurs 1n sens-

ing two points simultaneously applied,. or the size and 
shape of 
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. ' shape of obj-acts applied to the skin; a fourth for the lo-· 

calization of stimulated spots of the slcin~ and the recog-

nition of the double nature of two points successively app-

lied; and a fifth' for heat and cold. The office of the cortex 

\Vas to relate one of these with the other. And by this is 

told the story of one kind of localization theory we have 

to-day. It has been derived from investigations in pathology. 

msgnus and fellow-workers. I/Ia.gnus and his :fellow workers 

have dealt experimentally with posture in a series of animals 

whose brain stem was transected in one of seven places. 

Their investigations intended to show the function of the 

various specific segments of the brain stem and cord in the 

maintenance of posture. The authors point out three aspects 
I 

of posture, namely, (1) re.flex standing, (2) attitude, and 

(3) righting function. A study of eye movements was made in 

relation to posture._ both in animals whose visue:1 fields over-

lap and 1n those whose eyes are laterad. 

(1) If' the spinal cord is in functional connection 

with the bulb, decerebrate rigidity is brought about by tran-. 

section of the brain stem some where between the posterior 

half of the medulla and the fore part of the mid brain. In 

such cases the flexors have little or no tone, the extensors 

a great deal. Here then is a picture of an·abnormal distri-

bution of tone. To insure a normal distribution of tone, ) 

the foremost half of the mid brain must be present. 
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If the transaction takes place in front or the mid-brain the 

"thalam1c" 01' m1.dbra1n 1u1Utmal results. In such cases there 

is normal tone in both extensors and flexors. The animal 

wi.l'.l"thus· stand in a·normal manner and not in ·a·hJ"per-e:xtended 
' . ,. •,. . . 

'. . . 
f'ashioil'. 'The nucleus ruber. is _necessary for- -the :change . from 

• ' ' • •, •. .. • J ' 

' . . 
decereb1~ate.·.r1gidity to the normal distribution of tone,· the 

··. 
rubro-spinal tract carrying·· the·· efferent 1mpu].ses. It is 

. sai{ that .. ~e cerebral C ortei by.· wa.y of the pyramidal "tract 
,-.. ' ,-, . 

has the.same effect but to.a.lesser degr:ee • 

. (2J ~e picture .. presented by· the va:roious ·r_ela tions of the 

parts of the body to·· each other is called attitude. Magnus 

states thn t · the inos·t .fundamental attitudinal reflexe'i:1 can be 
,, . .. •: ,, 

best studied 1? dece~ebrat~ an~ls. If one places~ decere-

brat~ anirn_al 1~ .an upright_, posit~on, he stands alone. Pinch 

n f'ore paw :1 nnd t!1e toot is. drawn up., the other three support-

ing: the whole weight' of the. body·~ The other fora-limb must 
' ,. "· .. ,, 

now be ,·more ri~idly: extend~d., sq: along wi.th the homolateral 

flexion o? · the· disturbed li?nb, there is a crossed extohsion 
., .• ' ·• 

reflex. This., talten, 1n 1tsi· completeness, is called a "segmental 

ntti't~udinnl~' reflex.-, The· ·attitudinal reflexes are most easily 
' . -~ 

evolred, .from the head· and <:>ther- anterior parts pf _the animal. 
' ' 

Dist&U:lCEr stimu:lation;, as \Vall as· tactile, impresses attitudes 

upon tho whole body. I:t vras shown that attitudinal reflexes 

a're,the result of the combined Action o:r _two sets of factors, 

the tonic labryinth1ne and the tonic neck:reflexes act:tng•on 

the body muscles. In changing the position of'·the head, two 

things occur, a. change or its position in space stimulating 

tho otlythic apparatus, and a change in its relation to the 
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body, therefore· flexing or twisting·the neck and stimulating 

the proprioccptors•of the deep rmiscles. of the body. The two 

factors may be studied separately 1n the following manner: 

elirrilnate the neck reflexes e ithar by nerve section or by 

firnibandag1r,..g. If one brings ouch an animal into dii'forent 

positions in space,.. only one posi t1on of the head is folll'.ld 

in which standing tone is maximal,. that of the supine position 

of the head~ with the snout a. little above the horizontal. 

There is another position in which standing tone 1s minimal., 

180° from the f' irst. Under the influence of the labyrinthine 

re.flexes the tone of o.ll of the standing muscles chnnges in 

the _sal!le direction. The flexors ore influenced in the opposite 

way. In the decerebrate preparation when the tone of tha 

extenso1•s is maximum., the flexors are relaxed·; when the extensors 

have minimal tone., t:i:1e f'lexors aC?quire some tonieity. 

In order to study tonic neck reflexes alone, the labyrinths 

are extirpated. Under these conditions, flexing,.bending and 

twisting of the neck evolce tonic reflexes 1n which, usually, one 

half of the body reacts in tin opposite \Vay from the other half. 

If the: forelimbs ar~ extended,. the hind limbs would be released, 

although there nre neck reflexes to which ~11 four limbs react 

in the 3nme .way·. It• is said that the force to which the body 

muscles react may be expressecl by the algebraic sum of the effects 

of the neck and the labyrinthine reflexes. The centres of these 

attitudinal reflexes are the most cnudalty located of all postural 

centers. The centers for tonic necl-c reflexes are in the two most 

anterior cervical segments and the tonic labyrinthine centers 

nre located in the.posterior pnrt of the bulb behind the entrance 
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of the VIII cranial nerve. These ref'lexes are called tonic 

for they last as long as the head remains in any one position. 

In po.thologicnl conditions or the central nervous system, 

for axa.mple,in cortical lesions, the attitudinal reflexes are 

released, and aI"e employed as diagnostic signs. Thus in some 

cases cf hydrocephalus, turning the.head causes the armor leg 

toward which the face 1s turned to be extended as long as the 

face maintains this position. Ho-.7ever, there are but few cases 

in human beings where·labyrinthlne functions have been demon-

strated with certainty. 

In cases of gunshot w:;unds, x>esulting in unilateral para-

lysis,· atrons movements or the head on the non-paralyzed side 

evoke movements of the paralyzed arm and leg. In many patients, 

tho 'turning of tbe head falls to elicit direct· tonic neck 

re.flexes, but influence.a the ".associated movementsn.; If the 

face is turned toward the paralyzed side the "assoaiated 

movements" .will be those 0£. extension, and versa. In this 

vmy, tho position of the head .del;ermines the type of movements 

induced by inqlfferent stimuli. 

m1gnua next considers tho problem of "righting functions''. , 

The rlecerebrc.te an:tmnl hrrn no righting .fnnction, so th at if 

pushed 1.vh:lle at,;anding., it wi 11 full over. The mid-brain animal, 

however, possesses an adequate rightingfunction. In order to 

study these responses under Si'ple conditions, a mid-brain animal 

is used. 1rhus the :role of volition is deliberately ruloa out 

and n ~10-called"ref'lox r.m.china" is under investigation. Under 

these conditions there nre found .four !'actors in the righting 

mechanism. First, by means or the labyrinthine I?ighting reflex 



the bend -1s- brought into· a given position in space, and 

maintained there, regardless of the position of the rest of 

the body. If the reflex is 6estroyed, the head will to.lee 

up a posii;ion in keeping with that of tha rest of the body. 
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In ~mah nu animal., if the body ig placed in a la tero.l position 

upon the floor, the head is at once brought into norm.al position 

in space the instant the .floor is reached. This re.flex is 

s1ipposedly evoked by the asymmetrical st :imula ti on of the 

extet"-eceptive sense organs of the .body. These sense organs 

are the. second m~chanism. The mechanism is demonstrated further 

by placing a weighted board on the upper surface of the animal's 

body. There is now sym:;_etrical stimulation and the nni1nal' s 

head quicl{ly takes a 1n teral position like that of' its body. 

'1/he third .factor is the neck rignting reflex, demonstrated while 

the aniHJal is suspended 111 air. In such cases the bead. resumes 

n lateral posit ion, but if the noclc is turned into an upright 

normal position the i::hornx first and then the post·erior part 

of the nnimo.l twists into tho upright normal poai t ion. The body 

righting ref'lexes acting upon the body itself constitute the 

f'ourth factor. If the hand is held in the lateral position and 

the body is made to _touch the ground, the body twists into the 

upriGht position, although the head is in a lateral posit ion. 

If tho body is suspended, 1 t \vi 11 retain the lateral position 

without resistance. 

':l'hase four rnechnnisms are the only righting reflexes possessed 

by ·,:any of the animals such as rabbits and guin~:u1 pigs. Cats, 

dogs nnd mon1ceys reveal an additional mechanism, that of the 

optical rigl-iting reflex.- Supposedly, this is the only righting 

ref lex whose center is not in tho brain stem but in the cortex 
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cerebri. 

The functions just described mnke it intelligible how 

labyrinthine mutes can orient themselves in space while in 

nir but when put in water, where optical impressions are lim-

ited·and inadequnte, the subjects are in danger of drowning. 

rrhe Cerebelltnn. 

Next, in discussing the mechanism of the central nervous 

system, there is the cerebellum. Little is actuA.lly knov;n of 

its functions; in fact,. investigators have r~ad difficulty in 

assigning .functions to it. It has been ruled out ns an important 

or necessary factor for nmnerous overt activities. On the one 

hnnd, thsra has been a difference of opinion with regard to the 

di vis ion cf function w1 thin. t11e organ. Bolk, Andre-Thomas~ 

van Rynberk, and Baro.ny, hnve declared that identifiable 

structural units of the cerebellum control specific muscle 

groups, while, on thE' other handl' Luciani. nnd Sherrington have 

considered 1 t n single unit with each side governing the muscles 

in the corresponding side of the body. F. R. Millei- tal<:es a 

middle po'lition under the .nssmnption that there may be n "preval-

once of ropresenta.tion" of muscle regions in certain of the 

le.rg9r am1tomice.l divisions of the cerebellar lobes. 

It can .be seen rro.-n the word of Magnus on posture thnt 

.postural reflexes are,considered independent of the cerebellum. 

He says: "Experiments have proved th~ t a 11 postural reflexes 

nrc present and perfect ;y undisturbed after total extirpation. 

of tho cerobellurn. There1'ore, thoir centers as· well as their 

afferent and efferent tracts are exliracerebellar. Through the· 

brilliant investigations of .Luciani and others we know that the 

loss of the cerebellum. is followed by severe motor and postural 
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disturbances •. These s:1mptoms, however, cannot depend on the 

cerebellum, which:tns been rmnoved, but are evoked by the rest 

of the central nervous system which has been spared. Unfortun-

ately we Jmmv not a single function or reflex positively 

connected with the c':lrebel lum, in SllCh a way that it is absent 

nfte:!'.1' CEH"ebella.r exttrpatil')n, and present after ablation of' other 

.parts of the brain, as ! ong tis· the cerebellu".n re,;mins uninjured. 

Our· evidence of the postural. activity of the cei•ebellu."l is 

purely nesnti ve. The great advnntnge du1"ing the investigntions 

of tl'B postural functions or bulb and mid-brain was, th.-=i t we 

could ther-e deal with positive reflexes (.righting and attitudinal) 

which a-r- present as long '9.S the hind part of the br,iin stem is 

intact. I am convin~ed t 11at so soon a.s we succeed in finding 

positiv9 reflexes connected with the "Cerebellum, it will be 

possib ~e to elucida ta of th is undoubtedly very important part 

of the central nervous system. Only then can the question oi' 

tho importance of th'9 different cortical centres for posture be 

raised ... " (Magnus, R. nAn:t111al Posturetf' Proc. Roy. Soc •• 1925, 

988., p.352.) 

iv. De Bn~enne•s Stryclmine Experiments in Determini!!G Sensory Areas 

Ahistory of brain functioning would be incomplete without a 

mention or de Barenne' s w9:r•lc on the cerebral cortex· of oats ( 1916) 

and monl{eys { 1924) • In both cases he used a weak solution of 

strych,hna on· variously selected areas of cortex, a rew square 

millimeters in size. If the solution were applied to a small 

area in the posterior sigmoid gyr11s, the cnt would b:t te a. t tJ1a 

forepnw on the eontralntora l side,. it \VOUld lick the rore-paw 

or seize a fold of it in its teeth and shake it. It \7ould resist 

vlole1.tly the attempt on the part of tho experimenter to touch 

tbe limb. In this resistance it might strike w1 th the limb but 
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during the defence would stop and attack the limb 1tsel.f. 

This and other behavior of the animals gave rise to the 

bel1o1' that tho cat suffered pain both cutaneously and in the 

r.1Uscles end joints. Checlr was rNide to ascertain whether both 

cutanous a:1d deep sensitivity were involved, by sectioning the 

cutaneous nerves in some cases and in others by removing the 

sirin of tl~ forelimb. The disturbances in cutaneous sensi--

tiv1ty ,vere ll".nnifested by {a) spontaneous excitation (paros-

thesia) (b) hyper esthesia, and hyperalgesia and. {c) exagger-

ation of t:unk's "beruhungsreflexen; while the disturbances to 

deep sensitivity occurred as abnormal hypersensitivity to 

pinching and pressure of the bones., tendons, and muscles. 

In cutaneous sensitivity, both sides of the body are 

represented on one hemisphere, although.on the contraln.te1•al 

siclo to a greater extent, whereas in deep sensitivity the· 

representst:ton is a.lvmys unilateral and eontralaternl. -
De Bnrenne flnds that there are four zones, the head zone, 

the fo:re-11mb zone., the hind limb zone imd the zone of crossed 

sympto!natology. 1'he head zone includes the anterior sigmoid 

gyrus 11 the pn:rt or the posterior sigmoid in front of Grunpbell' s. 

compensatory ansate fissure, and the frontal half of the anterior 

suprasyl1.Zlan gyrua. Fo:r this zorie the anterior sigmoid seems to 

be the focal nrea. , 11he foreli.'11b zone consists of the anterior 

sigrnoid gyrus, and tr.e same parts o:f tho posterior sigmoid an4 

of the supnrsylvnn ns in tbe head zone, along wt th the middle 

third of the anterior ectosylvian gyrus. The :focal urea of 

thls zone involves the anterior sigmoid and the par_t of the 

posterior sigmoid just montioned. 1rhe hind limb zone consists 



of the frontal half of: tbe mn~gina 1 gyrus, where the anterior 

part is r~cal. The zone of crossed symptomatology includes 

the followiug: ( 1) the poster•ior sigmoid gyrus behind the 

Campbell's compensatory ansate fissure, (2) a small part of 

the marginal gyrus behind the ansa.to sulcus ,· { 3) the i'rontal 

third of the middle supnsylvia.n and a ·small part of the anterior 

suprasylvian gyrus, (4) and par-c of the cortex in transition from 

-the middle ectosylvinn to the anterior ectosylvian. 'ihe more 

fl•ontal the area the greater the symptoms. 'fuus, de Bar0nne finds 

that the forelimb and the head zones almost· entirely overlap, 

contrary to the findings of' Munk and Rothmann. (cf. p. ) 

Inaofar as the sensory zone ovei--laps ·the raotor ( the position 

of' tho latiior being detected by a dii'.ferent method) tllere may 

be said to exist in the cat and probably also ;n the dog, a 

co:,i:::1on sensori-motor .cortical zone as I-iun1r and others have held. 

The sansory disturbances wore more !narl;:erl in t.he distal 

ports of the limbs, and in only one instance out of thirty-four 

animals was t11ere an evidence for a. segmental distribution of 

the sensory disturbances caused by strychnine applied to the 

cortex. 

Final 1y, he found no evidence for the sensory cllarac·ter 

of tho frontal lobe 111 the cat. !!owever., according· to the 

·terminology of other authorities, part of the zone tbat de· 

B::..rc'-1r~e indicated as sensory liEts in the f1.,ontal lobe. (cf. 

Pt:pez p.13.) 

Substantially the same findings ztesulted from n study of 

20 monlceys. D1ngrams of · the arons found both in ca ts and in 

. monlteys are inc luded here ror purposes of comparison with the 

conventionally accepted motor and sensory zones. 



h.iAD ZON~ 

with experiments in which 
head symptoms appear, 
foreleg symptoms also appear. 

~trychnine experiumts of Dusser de Barenne. 



ZONE OF CROSSED SYMPTOMATOLOGY {Cat) 

interparietal 
sulcus 

first temporal suacus 

Experiments of Dusser de Barenne with Strychnine. 
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The resul"• found 1n these two studies are very significant 

although de Barenne himself has tailed to make adequate uae or 
them. Problems ot cortical functioning are solved in terma or 

irradiation and a "tiring" proce••• 

To quote: "strychnine brings the cortical areas poisoned 

by it into a condition or abnoz.-:mal and hypere~citab111ty. Now 

it 1a possible that this condition irradiates f"ram the area 

poisoned over the whole of that part ot the cortex which 1a 1n 

close fu.,'1ct1onal ( sensory) connection w1 th 1 t. TheretOl"e, when 

only a ama 11 1.»-:rt or my one area, e.g. of the tore-limb zone. 
1t 

1a poisoned by the a trychnine ,acting primarilJ' on the poisoned 

area, 1nd1rectl7 "tires"• as it were, the entire sensory foi-e-

11mb zone, the abnormal condition ot hyperexeitabllity or the 

zone man1.t'eet1ng itself at the periphery ot the body by the 

symptoms ot excitation described: or cutaneous sena1t1v1t7 

in both fore limbs and ot deep sens1ti'Y1ty in the contralateral 

limb only." (Quarterly _!!!v.ot ~- P?zs101 •• 1916, Vol. 9• p.356) 

II•B-'Y. Lashley' a WOl'k. The extenr1 ed experiments by i..iaahle7 

are better known far their content it not f:>r their true aig-

n1ticance, by American than the work previoual.7 

described. Accordingly. little need be said in reviewing wl'wlt 

he has d me. 

In the earl7 part of his 1nyestigat1on he attempted to 

appl7 the reflex az-c concept to bz-a1n tunct1•n1ng. 

tailuz-e, h()WeTer, a'1d has come to doubt the usetul.neaa of the 

reflex concept eTen in dealing with ao-cqlled spinal reflex••• 

tor thare are many indications trom h1a 1nveat1gat1ona that the 

latter aro no rnore dependent upon 1aolated conduction patha than 

ore cerebral 
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In addition., he denies the validity of synaptic resistance, 

and its supposed role in learning. 

His position reln tive to locnli.zation of function in the 

brain :is.,;; surrunarized in his definitions of equipotentiality., 

~ass o.ction., funct~onal equilibrium, and reaction to ratio. 

vi. Another of the widely known series of contemporary studles, 

is the work of the Russian Conditioned Reflex School, .led by 

Pavlov. Its in£luence has very deeply and brondly permeated 

present day psychology and physiology. Ever since the century 

b.egrin investigation by the method so well known to all psycho-

logists, bas been going on. The present study, though it need . . 

not contain a description of the experiments themselves., would 

not be complete, should it fail to include n discussion of the 

interpretations offered by Pavlov and his students. Their 

concepts regarding the brain will be discussed in ;::;ection v. 

III. The Experiments:AApparatus and Technique. 
/1. 

The purpose of the present study, a.s was stated in the 

beginning, has been to investigate, by methods that are as yet 

rel.a tively gross, the phenomena occuri!'lg in the cerebral cortex 

in the int_act anim!ll under several sets of fairly well kno\m 

conditions. It is believed that such n study will throw light 

upon n number of phenomena of behavior al.ready recognized but 

little understood. In pursuing this thesis we o.re in the·ertd 

coucornod no more with "physiological psychology" than with 

a.ny other kind for the reason that all psychology raises 

physiological questions. Wo are interested in tha function of 

the cortex in rola tion to psycholog1cn 1 situations, nnd shall 
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teat the conventional theories of brain functioning• 

.method and Apparatus. The dog was seleoted as a subjeot f'or 

the following reasons: (l) It 1s a very respo~sive animal. 

(2) it is relatively high in the animal saale~ (3) it 1a 

easily available~ and (4) it is of rugged constitution. 

Access to its brain was made under both general and local 

ahesthesia, the latter applied in a way appropriate for the 

reduction of dioomf'ort both during the operation and the 

subsequent recording. The operative technique and the many 

precautions necessary in a study of this kind are given in 

detail by Bartley and Newman*~ and will not be repeated 

here in detail. 

From l½ to 2 hours after the completion of' the oper-

ation and the removal of the general anes·tbetio • aotion 

currents were led of'f f'rom tb<J cortex. by means of' surface 

electrodes securely f'astened to the animal's skull so that 

the animal r-a;:movement.s would not aff'ect the contacts. i"he 
""'··, .... ,. 

ao t1on current:n so obtained were magnified from 200-400 

tho11sand times by an aud1o-i'requency electron tube circuit, 

and· tben led into a Westinghouse Oscillograph whose excur-
sions were photographed on either standard size or the new 

70 mm. motion picture f'ilm, by a camera driven either by 

hand or carefully regulated motor. A second osoillograph 

similar to the f !rat waa used to produce a time line on the 

* Bartley, s. H•l and E. B. Newman, Studies in Cerebral 
Action Currents, I: Apparatus and 
Technique, submitted to the American 
Journal of Physiology•· 
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film. The source of the timing was the alternation in 

the 60 cycle A.C. lighting ~1rcu1t. With the use of a 

wholly metal recording room, the A.c. field could not be 

totally eliminated as a disturbing factor 1n the amplifier 

circuit. As Such,. however, it did not destroy the use.ful-

ness of our records, for as yet, no attempt has been made 

to utilize the very finest temporal variations in them. 

Unless otherwise specified, the animals were destroyed 

immediately after recording. 

Additional artifacts and ,reoautions. In an attempt to re-

cord electrical phenomena so minute as cerebral action cur-

rents, the experimenter must guard against many other electri-

cs~ changes incidentally brought about in the experimental 

environment, otherwise the records w111 contain artifacts 

with respect to the original problem. Loose connections 

in the circuit are instrumental in bringing about much larg-

er fluctuations in the recorded patterns than the most violent 

neuromuscular phenomena. Along with this there is the poss4-

b111ty of induced effects from the experimenter and from 

the muscles lying near the cranial opening •. The latter has 

been found inappreciable, .for the system used does not re-

cord any patterns from muscular activity unless the e.leo-

trodes actually come into contact with the muscles. This 

has been tested by bringing the hand near the electrodes 
. :,· 

without touching them., and by bringing the electrodes close 

to active muscle. Contact was .found necessary .for recorded 

disturbances. 
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Temperature and moisture conditions on the exposed 

brain surface was controlled within limits of l to 2 

degrees by the administration of Ringer's solution held 

constant within.OS degree Centigrade. Sherr1ngton found 
.• 

at least 10 or 12 degrees fluctuation in temperature 

beneath the skull of m~nkeys when an external range !J'ot temp-
< .. ~t•l"t 

Awas set up by the application of heat and of ice packs. 

During this time the animlii's behavior did not seem to be 

disturbed. 

The amplifier itself was shielded mechanically and 

acoustically in such a way that only jars oc;asioned by 

careless walking about on the floor near it produced meas-

urable disturbances of it. 1'o offset this type of artifact 

thick felt pads were used to stand on and all unnecessary 

walking about 1n the room during recording was el~iminated • 
.. None of the noises oacur,._ing in the room seemed ~o atf'ect 

the system. 

Care.ful inspection of the system and a close watch 

upon the experimental situation for artifacts during re-

cording were made at frequent intervals. ~ow and then records 

were discarded on account of temporarily poor switch contacts 

in the A battery circuit~ or on account of a loose connection 

in the electrode circuit, or impi,oper contact of the elec-

trodes with the brain surface. It the animal turned out 

to be 1rl-~oor condition and not responsive, as was the case 

of animal 9, the records were not regarded comparable 
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to those obtained from other animals. The greatest number 

or records , however, was eliminated on acoount of sa.anty 

notes telling of'· the conditions under whioh the records 

were obtained. Also a number of records made from explor-

ations on the animals· reported here , was reserved for a 

spea ial study by .Mr. Theodore Perkins. 

stimulation involved the use or sound. 

ln these· • the 

Stimulus cond1t1ons. 1n the records reported upo1;1 here, 

three gener~l types of stimulation were utilized,. namely; 

(l) Painful, 1n the f'orm or pinching or abruptly doubling 

the tail, or pinching the animal's baok 1n the lumbar region, . . . 

(2) Motor stimulation, by moving the animal's whole body 

as it ~ested on the canvas topped ~able with its limbs sus-

pended through slots in the canvas, ( l'he motion was a roll-

ing one bro~ght about f'ro~~ush1ng the body from side to 
' ' 

side. ) and, (3) Visual stimulation in. the form o:f a single 

stationary bright point on a dark field, or a number of' 

moving po~nts on a dark field, some or which appeared inter-

mittently, or an intermittent flashing of a stationary briejlt 

point. In a few instances, the difference b~t~icn an ill-

wninated and a darkened room ~ijs\used as a stimulus condition. 

In all of the above cases of visual stimulation, the room 

was dark or very dimmly illuminated w1tr tiny red lamps out 

of the animal~s sight. The apparatus produci~g the inter-

mittent light, was a rotating open sector disc, ref't:i.ered to· 

as an episootister; .the stimulation was called 'flicker•' 
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The t"ollowing discussion J.?as to do with three groups 

or classifications ol the data , as follows; (l) the ihaoctrode 
. ' 

arrangements, (2) types or records, and (3) the behavior 

situations. 

In order thet the first classification mat be clear to 

the reader. the multiple sliding switch will be desoribedr 

Virtually all o:r ~he alee trodes used had more than one con-

duc t1ng contact. That is, they consisted or an anchor to 

hold them securely to the cranium, and either a holder on 

this anchor for the ~lexible wire-like electrodes~ or a 

bolder 1n the form of a matrix also extending trom the 

anohor, having a flat base carrying the contacts flush with 

it. 1'he former contacts could be placed in widely separ-

ated cortical positiona while the latter were used for record-

ing between small separations, or for slight alterations of 

position in the active electrode. In the o iro ui t leading 

to :the amplifier i'rom the animal there was a s111'.Ung switch , 

~ybvhtblchvarious electrode contacts could be selected and 

used at will. 4his made it unnecessary to change an elec-

trode from place to place on the bra.in in order to obtain 

records from dlf.ferent gyrl. ibe chan~e of position i,as effec'-

ted by sliding the switch handle. !tuus, \,i,hlle the animal 

was making a series of movements, the switch could be moved 
-I so that recording ocoured successively from place to plaoa 

. 

on the brain. 
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B. plassification of Electrode Arran6ements. 

1~. Exploration of the left hemisphere using one of 
.' ----- . 

the electrodes as a neutral point. By the latter is meant 

that one electrode did not 0 lie di'l'•ectly on neural tissue 

itself,_ but on top of the dura mater, generally at the anter1• .. 
or end of the lateral gyrus. ·undor this condition, the po-,, . 

tentialat the neutral electrode represented a constant rel• 

ative to any point in the cortical field represented by the 

other electrode• Thus variations in potential picttU'ed in 

our reaords are fluctuations with reference to a more or 

less general level e.nd whatever the potential ·at the 'neut11al• 

point may meant it functions as a convenient standard hold 

constant throughout the experime11ts from animal to animal. 

lb. IL-q>loration of the riW!t hemisphere under tho 

same conditions .. 

2. The reoording 'of fluct:uat1ona·in potential be-

t\veen corresponding and non .. corresponding points in the two 

hemispheres, without the neutral electrode. In this case 

there· is no constant standard of·compar1son. 

3, The recording within the boundaries· of onehemi• 

apher>e with no neutral-electrode. In such.cases, both elec-

trodes were placed either at t\vo points within a. gyt'US or at 

widely separated points in the cortex as w~ll as close to-

gether but in adjacent gyr1. 
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It 1s obv1.ous the.t each of' the three a3:rangements and 

their mod1.f1cations bas its own significance,. and that the 

record.a are to be interpreted accordingly.. The greater part 
I 

of the recording was done with arrangement la which is the 

basis of' the maps that are to follow. 

B. Classification of the records. The records which were ob-

taine~ from this study, regardless of the electrode arrange-

ments, were classified with refe~enoe to amplitude, complex-

ity of pattern, and its duratioh., 

They fell into the following 13 groups that are illus-

trated in the accompanying photographs. 

Table I. 

Class of record. 

I. Negative or equivocal 

II. Positive 

Group number• 

1. 

A. Intermittent pattern 
a. amplitudinous 

(a) regular 1n form 
short in duration 2. 
long in dlll'ation 3. 

(b) irregular in form 
short in duration 4. 
long 1n duration 5 .. 

b• ea.all 
(a) regular 1n form 

abort in duration 6. 
long in duration 7. 

(b) irregular in form 
short in duration a. 
long in duration 9. 

B, Ex.tended or prolonged activity 
a. amplitudinous 

(a) regular in form 
(b) irregular in rorm 

10. 
11. 



( Table I. continued.) 

* Class of' record 

b. small 
{~) regular in form 
( b) irregular in f'orm 

Group number 

l2 
13 

On account of the fact that the records showed so 
many-amplitudes, an intermediate grouping was found 
necessary between tamplitu.dinouat and tsmall'~ Such 
are designated by the use of plus and minus sign~. 

Photographs of small .sections of' the 13 types 

M 

of' records are_· shown on the pl9:te that fol~ows.:.;t'.his,,page. 

Type 1 is to be f'oun~ at the top of tha left-hand col-
umn# type 2 just below, and so on consecutivel7 for the 

whole 13. 





Ma 

On the rollowing plate, 4 records are shown. 

'th• one at the top was taken wh1le the animal waa 1n 

the throes or a clonic span. The low :frequency wave 

ao prominent in the record 1• a 60 cycle A.c. wave 

au.perimpoaed upon the action current. 'l'he other 3 

records are simply tor the purpose ot com.par1aon or 

their character1at1ca with the 'apaam' ~ecord. 

(cf. Animat 20. page 59. ) 





D. Claaa1t1oat.1on o~ behay1or Sit.11at.tona. 

!he tollw1ng are 18 •perlaell\al alwa~tou • IIDller 

wb1oh reoorda •ere obtained. Oat. ot Cbea• 18• 10 a1t.aat.1o• 
._.. repeated a aaff'1e1ent. nUlllber ot t.1-• 11114w ta...-ble 

oondlttona t.o pera:lt. geaeral1aat1ona l'l'OIII t.be clat.a. 

le Doe Pual.,. with no Part.ioular ~t.llllralat.loa. 

a. Dog Pau1Ye wl\h Brtgbt.Haa St.lalalat.lon. 

S. Dog Pual'N W1\b Mot,c,r St.latlat.1on ( aotlon or head. 

•• Dog wit.h Mot.or St.llllalat.lon ( aot.lon or bocl7 • 

le Dog w1\h Pa1n St.S..lat.lon. 

6 • Dog I lno lng OP Sllgllt.17 Sqtalnd.nl to. Paine 

.,. FOJlellab Mo ... 1a\a t.o Pain• 

a. Llllb JAGN11611t.a •1th .llo\or St.lallatton. 

9. ti1n4 ~lab _.,., .... t.a w1\h Pain. 

10. oroea AOyement,a t.o Paln • 

11. Oroaa alowuent.a t.o Mot.ton of \be liody. 

12. Qroaa JIOYWllt.a t,o Brlght.n••· St.!mlatton. 

is. llnolag t.o BPlgbtwa St.1-lat.ton. 

14. Bead •••ente t.o '-ln • 

16. Read IIOYeaant.a t.o J&ot1on ot BodJ'• 
16. Spont.aneou• Mo.....-u ot Aallllal. 

1'1. CIINN 1n ADS...l'a ... It •-1•• 
18. ial'Oot.lo la Bight. E•lephere. 

19. aper1118DU1 In.1\lrJ' to Senaorl-mot.or •~ton. 

• • 

>· 
). 

It. waa t.hougbt beat. to t.ranater the reoorda ot a1t.uat.1on 
7. elaewbere on MeO\mt. ot U:e1r aqu1 voeal ut.11:re. 



B. '4?:e theuelY••• It was our pm-poae 1n the 

experiments cleaoribed below to ~ay bare the oortex and by 

the technique already deacribed,uplore the cortex ~rom 

to gyrua mider conditions which would allow f'or later 

comparison or record.a. 

In all there were 24 an1-ls Wied, though aome or th-

tor various reasons did not yield ~tb\&reeorda tor t.hia atlld.7. 

The original numbers h&Ye been retained tor the aake ot ••• 

1n t.ranater t"rom the original data to th'8 t.h"i• and else-

where. 

Animal 1. Deoember 12, 1929. Lef't Rem1apbere. Site, 2 x 2 om • 
. 

Diagram on page 38 \he ala•. a~ 1~•~1on or the 

opening made on thia animal. 'l'h• 4ot.a • "• B, C, and J> 1n 

th• opened area lndloate th• looat.1on ot the eleet.~•• A 

and C botk lay on the anterior lateral gyru1, . while the othera 

lay on the J1mot.11re between the anterior eot.olat.eral and the 

anterior aupraaylyian gyri. Certain ot the records ••re -d• 

from gyrua to gyrua and the r-1nder f'roaa the two pointa in 

the lateral gyr11a. In tbla experbnilnt. no neutral eleotrode 

was uaedJ the tour polnta were aoimeot.ed to the aultlple 

aliding aw1toh ao that the tollow1ng palra o~ oonta~t• ooald 

be uaedJ pair l wu A-BJ Pair 2. A-l>J pair ~, A-CJ and pair 

heoordlng waa begmi abo11t. 1 ho11r att.er operation. 

~ourteen aeparat.e trial• ••re taken. eight. of wh1oh were 

trom all four ••1tah poa1t1ona, the aomltillations of electrode 



Just mentioned. In the o•••• 1n which all tom-
positions were u•ed• the shU'ting tram one to another waa 

done while the tilm waa in motion and while the an1mal re-
mained passive or continued the movements it had been making. 

The tollowing 1a a s,:umn•ry ot the records obtained with 

the location ot electrode• as indicated. 

Location Number ot records Typea Act1rtty 51:im. Situation 

ant.lat.to 
mid. ectolat. 

.A.•D 10 1 quiet none l 

A•B 8 2 groaa pain 10 

A•D 1 1 groaa apont•oua 16 

A•B 1 2 gr-oaa epont'ou• 16 

ant. lat.to 
ant lat. 

A-C 3 l quiet none l 

A•C l l groaa pain 10 

A-C l 2 groaa pain 10 

Animal 2. December 20. 1929. We tailed to obtain usable 

trom this animal. 





.Antaal 3. December 26, 1929. Lett B•1aphere a1t,e 1.& x .a 
Diagram on page 38 givea the place and ut.ent. or t.h• 

opening made. In t.h1a experiment the elect.rode cont_.• la7 

along the poat.er1or pert ot the eotolateral gyruaJ thaa the 

variable in the a1\uat1on was the amount, ot ••pa.ration bet.ween 

contact pointa, t.be euot. location• not. oowit.ed •• a1gn1t-

1oant. The at1mulat1on waa •11ght• yeraua ••rJme••"• A 

• ry ot reaulta tollowa. 

Location lleoord t.Jl)8 Mtivity at1mulat1on a1totion 

poat eoto-
lateral gyrua 

a ... aeparation 5 quiet light OD I 

' quiet light. on a 
13 qa1et light OD a 
11 quiet l~t. OD. a 

aad ott 
-• aep. 5 qaiet light on a 

8 quiet light ott a 
8 q111et light oft 2 

l qu.1et light. on a 
In the above table the a ma. aeparation denot .. the uae 

ot l and 2 or the eleo trod•, while t.he 6 -• aepar-

at lon denote• the uae ot point• 1 and 3. 

Arter _reoording was finished, abO\lt. 1/4 ot the ec,tolat-

eral gyrua , or or that. at the region ot expoaare 

extirpated •~d the ~1-1 aaved. in 

groaa v1a1oni lt an1, were alight. 4he ani•l was one ot the 

moat active and tireleaa individual• that we have ever 8ND• 



\.._ 

Animal•• Januar7 •• l~O. !.ett hemisphere. Site 2.1 x 1.2 011. 

Diagram a on page 58 abowa t.be alt.• or operation. 

On aooount ot art.1taota in the reoorda, the i-Mt1lt.a on 

tb1s an 1rnal were 41acarded. 

Animal 5. January 31, l~. Lett. heaiapbttM• S1\e 1.4 X le4 

Diagram 5 on page 38 ahowa the place and extent ot 

t.he opening. Although the lateral apex ot t.1;t• triangle 

utenda acroaa the middle aapr-aaylY1an gyrua, t.he great.eat. 

area exposed 1• on the eotolateral gyrua. It was 1'rom 

th1S region that the recording ••• made. ibe at.i.na11latlon waa 

flickering light produced by an epiaootiater--- trequenoy trom 
2 to 10 per aeoond. Again 1.he aame tou.~ontact eleot.rode 

waa used with t.be point nmab•red. lint.he diagram the 00111Bon 

contact. ~oa1t1on 1 on the awitoh utilised eleotrode con-

tact• l and 2 J poa1t1on a, l and 3J poa1t1o~, point• l and 

•• 1'be following 1• a tabQlat.1on ot the 

Switoh poa1t1 en Reoord type ~t,iy1t7 St.1mglat1on S1tut1on. 

1 •- alight wino• 2-5 P••• a 
2 13+ wince 2-5 P••• 13 

3 ~+ llight wince 2-5 P••• 13 

1 l quiet dark 1 

1 l quiet s--10 P••• a 
a 1 q111et dark 1 

a 11 q111et. B-10 P••• 2 

a 1 quiet dark l 

a la q'11et 8-10 P••• I 
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Animal 6. Feb. a. 1930. Lett hem. Site 1., x 1.4 om. 

The opening on the dog la 1nd1oat..ed in diagram 6 on 

page 43. 1b1e experiment wu the t1rst at.t-pt to gain 

aooesa to the •••1•1 a11rtaoe ot t.he lett b•i•Pher•• ( t.he 

lingual _. g,rt. ) Doth tl1oker and the 

41tterenoe between dark and 1llmn1nated room ••re teated• 

ibe electrode uaed was apoon-abaped• with on it.a 

lateral aurrao •• !4-ie eleo t.rod• ••s 1naert.ed in auch a ••Y 

that it penetrated bet.ween t.he be111.aphei-e•• with the oon-

taotil OD the lett.. Reoording was thm troa one oont.aot t.o the 
other. 

1be were •• tollowas 

Rea orcl type Aoti'Yit.7 it.S..lll.ation Sitat1on 

11 qa1et. l'OOII light on • 
11 qa1et t 11o ker 1-2 P••. 2 

11 quiet room light OD 2 

1 quiet. tlloker '7-10 P••• 2 

l quiet. room dark 1 

l quiet. tl1oker '7-10 P••• 2 



Anilllal ., • March 9 14, 1930. J..et't hem1apbere Sit.e 1.5 x 1., 
Diagram? on page 43 gives the nature or the ope~ing 

made 1n this e"perilllent. In this c•••• •• in th• 

at.tempt ••• to plaoe the electrode contaota upon the meaial 

aurraoe of' the lef"t. hemiapbere• in ordei- to record. t'rom a 

part ot the mealal area. 1he aame eleot.PO<le as ~or 

animal o, ••• used. Both and motor atlmulatlon wei-e 

employed•• indicated in the table or rea\llta. 

Loaat.ion Record type Mtinty 5t1malat1on Situation 

all t'rom l 
lingual and 

1 
reg1.on 

pus1ve POOII dark l 

paaa1 ve t' laab, llt. • •7• I 

paaalve t'laab, rt.. eye I 
paaalve 

paaa1ve 

Jawa pulled apart 3 

Jae palled apart, 3 

5 11.t'ted head P• J••• apart. 3 
bit K'• t.hwnb 





Animal 8. Maroh 19• 1930. Lef't h•• Sit.e l..S x 1.8 

u1agra 8 on page 43 ~epi-esenta the looat1on and 

nature of the tpen1ng. ftlis was the tirat an1•1 on 

which a neutral eleetrode arrangement ••• 11aed. A ocmneo, 

t ion was upon the Jao k o lamp wbtoh a11pported the 

electrode. The •ital aur.faoe of the clamp lay on the dm-a 

mater, thus pro-.id1n$ a nODGneural oontaot with the anlllal• 

and at the same time, a oontaot looatecl oloae to the brain. 

• contact ao located would not be picking up and oonduot.ing 

ourrenta trom the musclea. M6ore will be ea1d about thia 

•tter in d1souaa1ng behavior a1tut1on 1,. 

~•o row• ot t'our atripea will be not.teed plot.meed on 

the espoaed area in the d1agraa tor th1• ~1mal. anter-

ior t'our laJ on the anterior •1gmotd gyr11a, while the 

lay on the poat.er1or a1gmo1d • .lWh ot the Npreaenta 

a poait1on ot the eleot.rode wb1oh bore the tour oont.aota. 

All b11t two of the reo ord• ••r• taken from the on the 

anterior eleotrode poa1t.1on. 

Two of' reo orda were taken• 18 in the t1rat 

and 12 in the aeoond. from tbia total there are 

22 records •111table tor at.1147. 

heo.no. Type Looat.lon Aot.1-.1t.7 St.ta. 81t.uat.1on 

1 2 I ant.a1g • leg yol11nta17 16 

a a • • groa• yol. 16 

a a • • groaa IIOtion 11 , I • • gP088 aot1on 11 

8 & • • groe• J10tion 11 

15 I • • head a 



Reo. no. fype Looat1on AotiYit.7 Stlm. Situation . 
14 I ant..a1g. limb aotion 8 

15 6 • • head motion a 
16 12 • • head light la 

1'1 6 • • llllb aotlon 8 

20 5 • • groa• light. 12 

21 8 • • AN• light. 12 

sa 5 • • qalet. l.llfft• " 
:5:5 lS ,at..a!g. qalet. lell'f't• 4 

S4 11 f,at..a!g. groa• 11 

Anblal 9. llaroh 23.19:50. Lett. hem. Site a.~ x 1.4_••• 

'fht•. anilllal waa a very poor apeo1men , 70ung, ~rly 

ted, ••k, and non-reapona1ye. ln t.hta oondttion, 1t. waa 

in a1111~ar to a retlez prepent.1on. Be\wMD 

att-pta at reoordl~lh the dog ••• uae4 tor exploration by 

raradlo at1mulat1on, eapeeially tor the eliottat.ion ot 

nrloua ot •1• meTemant.a. ih• aame tour oont.aot. 

electrode ••• oployed aa ••• 1n the oaae ot dog 8• and 1n 

the tiona repreaented by the two ot blaok at.ripes 

1n diagra 9 on page 4:5. 

Reo. no. Type J..ooation Mt.1Yit.J St.bm. Sltuat.lon 

1 1:5 p.oruo. paaalye • 
2 I p.arao. 4 

s 1 ooronal paaalye b.aotlon 4 

4 12+ p.oruo. paaaiye light 2 



Reo. no. Type Looation .lot1v1ty Stlnnllation Sitution 

5 

6 

12+ P• orws. paaa1ve 

12t P• oroo • paasi ve 

light. 

light 

a 
a 

Animal 10 • .ar. 29 1 1930. L. ftea. Site 2.6 x l.'1 ••• 

:J.he brain expoa11re tor t.hia ani-1 piotured 1n 

dlagraia 10 on page .a laid bare a l~rg• port.ion ot the 

anterior and poat~rior a1gao1d gyrl• the anterior end ot 
the •uPl"aaylvlan, a portion or the eotoa7lvian, 

and a ••11 aeotlon ot t.he aylv1an gyr11a. Two 

type• ot eleotrodea were u•ed in this experiment; t'1rat 

a large au.rtaoed one having t.wo oontact area•; aeoond, 

the 11aual tour point electrode. 'l'he anterior aurtaoe ot 
the fonNr lay in the lateral a1gmo1d gyrua, th• poat.erlor 

au.rface on the anterior eotolateral. !he two anterior 

oontaota or the aeoond eleotrode lay 1n t.be lateral algaoid 

within the area oovered by the one aurt'aoe ot' t.he f'irat 

electrode. "be third oont.aot. lay poaterior to the two juat 
' 

mentioned and on t.be oorclllll while the tourth point 

lay on the ooronal gyr11a U,aelt. 

'l'be wto ome or the to11r aeries ot rea ords taken are 

g1 ven below. 

Reo. no. 'fype l.aooat.1on JotiYit.7 Stbmlation Sit.11ation 

1•6 

'l-11 

12 

s 
1 

lat.aig. gro•• J110tion 

J11d.a11pn. gro•• mot.ion 

11 bd. atg. gro•• aotion 
and orllO. 

11 

11 

11 



. ., 

••• no. Type l,ooat1on Aot1v1ty St1malat1on Situation 

13-14 3 lat.Big. groea motion 11 

15 a bd.atg. 
and oruc. motion 11 

16 5 ooronal aot1on 11 

1'1-18 11 la't.atg. groaa motion 11 

1~ 11 bd.a1g. 
and CMIC • groaa motion 11 

20-21 11 ooronal groaa aotion 11 

22-23 I lat.alg. groa• aotion 11 

24 11 b4.a1g. 
and oi-m. groaa 110t1on 11 

2& 11 eoi-onal groN IIOtion 11 

28 5 eoronal 5po,.,~weo~,& 16 

a,-32 5 ooronal h•d apont.aneo11a 16 - 11 ooroul h•d JD\• a 
34-36 1 paaa1ye head 3 

3'1 l bd.aig 
. ando ..... head mn. I 

11 ooronal pua1ve head 3 
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Animal ll. July 3• 1930. Lett hem. Site 4.3 x 3.0 cm. 

Diagram 11 on page 48 indicates the location ot 

the electrodes aa well as the areas exposed. 'fhe anterior 

electrode was a large silver disc 17 DD. 1n diameter ly1ng 

over both the anterior and poat,)rior sigmoid gyri as well as 

most ot the cruciate gyrua. Records 7 to 12. inclusive. were 

obtained under motor stimulation while the others were taken 

with intermittent light stimulation. 

Rec. no. Types Location Activit,' St1nmlat1on Situation 

1 1 P• aupra. paasiYe f'licker 2 

2 1 P• supra. passive " 2 

3 12 sig-cru.o. " II 2 

' 1 • " • " 2 

5 12 " " • " 2 

6 12 " • " " 2 ., 6 P• supra. leg mvt. leg mvt. 8 

8 2- a1g-oruo. leg mvt. leg mvt. 8 

9 13 sig-oruc. paaaive b. rolled ' 10 3- P• aupra. leg mvt. b. rolled 8 

11 ll passive he mTt. 3 

12 11 a1g-oruc. paasive h. mvt. 3 

13 11 paaaiTe light f'l. 2 
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Anl•l 12. ~ul7 11. 1930. Left h••· Site 4.5 x 3.2 ••• 

The a ix brain diagrams on page 52 ahow t.he eleo ~rod• 

used 1n the several parts ot the experiment, u 

well •• the extent of the b>:-1n expoaed. 1n aeri .. A• a 

neutral eleotrode was and recoi-d.ing was made rrom the 
I 

ooronalland trom the bounda1:9y ot t.he aylvian and 111dclle eoto-

aylvian gyri. In ••r1•• B, with the ••••neut.rel•, reoorda 

were taken from the lateral and the eot~lat.eral g~1• Reoor4a 

l to 11 belong to aeries A and 12 to a3. 1nolus1ve, to aerl•• 

B• Seriea C inoludea record• 24 to 2.,, made wlthoat the uae 

ot a neutral, and obtained t'rom th~ poeterior a1gmo1d to ~h• 

poat.erior lateral gyrus. Series D, again with ~o neutral, 1114 

.trom the ooi-onal to the poater1or lateral: gyrua, ia ooapoaed 

ot record.a 28 to 31, 1nolus1ve. fhe last 

32 and 33 trom t.he posterior lateral gyrua, a1ng 

a neutral eleoti-ode. Certain of the records mentioned in 

these and obtained under auditory are .. 
not applloable in the present study. 

·-· no. Type l.ooation .Aot1Y1ty Stimulation Situation 

a 12 -~•yl- q111et 1. tlaab I 
•1l;""""·l•t .. 

18 12+ •• lat. q\11et, no at.1m. 1 

19 6 •• lat.. quiet mot.ion 4 

20 13 p.eot.lat • quiet 1. tlaah a 

• tJtled in epeo1al atud7 ot 11r. Theodore Perktna. 
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Reo. no. Type Location Activity Stimulation Situation 

21 13 m. lat. quiet light flicker 2 

22 6 P• eoi-olat.leg mvt. leg mvt.. 8 

83 7 lateral b. mTt. 11 ,.. 

32 11 lateral grou pa1n 10 

33 11 latersl groaa pain 10 

Without the use of neutral. 

24 4 P••••l. gross b. mY1;. 11 

25 5 p.a.-1. groa• b. mvt. 11 

26 2 p.a.-1. gi-oaa pain 10 

r, a p.a.-1. h. mvt. b. mvt. 15 

28 a 00.-1. gi-oaa pain 10 

89 2 00.-1. groaa pain 10 

31 00.-1. quiet none 1. 





Animal 13. 411117 16• 1930. Lef't. hem. Site 3.8 x a.o 
!he area apoaed on thia animal 1• aho•n in d1agrua 

on page 48. 'l'h• rt9Cords were obtained f'rom 3 g71"1• \he 

posterior lateral. the ooronal,, and the A nmaber 

or the records obtained were under condition• ot aad1tO'l'J' 

at.1mulat1on ( tor Perkin•) and thus are not aaed in th1a 

study. 

below. 

Out ot • tot.al of 25 reorda,, I• apply and are 11ated 

Reo. no. Type Location Aot1v1ty St1mltlat1on Slt.aat.1on 

., 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

21 

84 

25 

11 

5 

l 

1 

4 

5 

5 ., ... 
5 

l 

l 

a 
5 

11 

1 

P• •is• h• 

ooronal h. IIY\• 

ooronal quiet 

ooronal quiet. 

aylvian q\liet. 

ooronal quiet. 

qaiet. 

ooronal aquirm 

ooronal aqu.irm 
aylyian aquira 

aylvtan squirm 

ayly1an aqutrm 

aylv1•n quiet 

aotion 

motion 

aotion 

light 

o. neok 

o. neek 

o. neok 

O• IIHk 

o. neak 

o. neok 

o. neok 

o • neok 
light 

15 

15 

15 

15 

I 

a 
l'P 

1, 

1'1 

17 

17 

1'7 

17 

1'7 

1'7 



The l.ast 8 recorda were taken with the dog1 • DeOlc 

anesthetized with curare. ~hree minutes prevlaua to th$ 

taking Gt the :tiPat ot the 8 records about 15< 1efl.·• of 2~ 
J 

curare aolut1on had been injected into the dorsal and lat-

eral neck muscles. During recording• aame bead movement• 

wer• ·observed• but as nearl.7 as could be to}d• ~ad 

only as a result et the ah1.tt1ng o:t general poatllre or bean 

the relaxation ti-om the etf'ecta the dPug. The -,. ot 
curare,, among other tbinga• provided further oheok · ln de-

t erm1n1ng whether theremight be an 1nduct1oa ot 11111eol• 

action currents in auoh a w&J as to ~eot the records. 

Lo.r ~;e records of the uaual character were at1l.l obtained 

with curarizat1on. 

Another tact that lB&J' be mentioned la that tbl largest 

records 1n our animal• were not co11111at;entl7 obtained~ 

the gyral poait1ona cloaest to the edge ot the cranial open-

ing as would bo expected were tho our reoorda· other 

t11an genuine cortical phenomena. 

Animal 14. sept. 2'7. 1930. Le.t't hem. Site 2.'7 x 1.8 cm. 

Diagram 14 on page 56, shows the opening ex.posed 

pract1oally •11 ot the posterior s1gmo1d6 a part of the cruo-

iate. and a mall atrlp of' the-anteP10P latei-al., all of the 

area where the anterior ectolateral and the middle auprr1-
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a7lvian gJ1'1 Joln, •• well u a part ot the ayly1an. and 

a l~ge part ot the eot.oaylv1an gyr1. •tt.hln t.h1a ent.lre 

~•• records .••i-e t.aken from 4 plaoee, the lat.eral a1gmo14• 

, the coronal, t.he middle eetoayly1an, and t.he anterior eot.o-

lateral gY!'1• 

Below are the resulta. 

Reo. no. Type Location Aet1Y1 ty St.1mulat.1on S1t.wat.1on 

l 10 m.eotoayl. 4luiet none 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
.,, 
16 

1-, 

18 

31 

32 

34 

35 

13+ lat •lg. qniet 

10 coronal quiet. 

1 m.eotoayl. quiet 

13~ latcatg. qu1st 

11 ooronal quiet 

none 

none 

none 
none 
none 

1 m.eatoayl. quiet none 

11- ooronal quiet 1.rlaab 

12 lat. a1g. quiet 1.r1aab 

l •• eotolat. quiet l.tlaab 

1 lat a1g. leg lfft. leg nrrt.. 

11 •• eotolat.. leg nt.. leg nrrt.. 

l3t ooronal quiet 

l lat atg. qniet 

l •• eat.lat.. quiet 

none 

none 

none 

l 

1 

1 

1 

1 

l 

I 

a 
I 

8 

8 

1 

l 

1 





An1llllal 16. Oot.. 14, 1930. Lei't h-• S1t.e 3.2 x 8.2 ••• 

In •~ite or the large exposure shown in cl1agraa 16 

on ,age 56 , the onl.7 Peo orda that. are available are taken 

f'rom the anterior sigmoid gyrua. 'l'beJ are aa 1'ollcnr•• 

Rec. no. Type Aot.1rlt7 Stlmtilat ion S1t.aat.1on 

l 1 q111et. none 1 

• 12 quiet. 111't1ng head 3 

5 quiet non• 1 

6 11 gpo•• ••eel body 11 

.Anial 19. Jan. 18• 1931. Lei't h•• Sit.e 4.2 x 2.5 ••• 

'!he brain and eleotrod.e position• tor th1a 

dog ai-e in diagram 19 on page 56. The elect.rode po-

were a1tuated in the posterior eotolatenl, the 

middle eotosylvian, the coronal, and the ~•teral sigmoid 

gyr1. In all there were 31 records taken, 6 of' which were 

\18ed by Mr. 

Reo. no. Type Location Aot1Y1ty Stimulation S1t.11ation 

a l •• eot. paaa1Ye tlaah 1. a 
s , eor. paasiye Ilaah 1. a 

• 6 lat.. 1'lasb 1 • I 

5 P• eot'l.pasaive tlaah 1. a 
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Rec• no. Type Loeat1on Jot1Yity St1malat1on Sit.aat.ion 

6 9 •• eot. quiet flub 1. a ., 9 eoronal quiet tlaah 1. 2 

8 13 lat. a1g.quiet f'laah 1. I 

9 13+ P• ect •1 •. '.quiet leg 4 

10 8 •• eat • quiet leg 4 

11 , coronal quiet leg an. • 
12 '1 lat.. a1g.quiet leg • ..._. ' 
18 13+ p.ect 'l• q111et flash 1. a 
19 9 •• eot. quiet tluh 1. a 
20 coronal q11iet f'laah 1. 2 

21 l lat. atg.qu1et tlaeh 1. • 
22 1 lat. atg.qaiet tlaah 1. 2 -~ 11 P• eot. groaa pain 10 

84 11 •• ect. goraa pain 10 

as 11 •• eet. gro•• pain 10 

26 11 oc,ronal winoe pain 6 

r, 11 lat. a1g.w1noe pa1n 6 

28 11 P• ect •1.quiet. pain 5 

89 9 m. eat. quiet pain_ 5 

a<> 8 ooronal quiet. pain 5 

31 8 · lat.. a1g.quiet. pe1n 5 
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Animal 20. Jan. 28• 1931. Lef't hem. Site 3.3 x 2.1 

!be 6 poa1t1on• recorded troa, in this ani•l, are 

shown 1n diagram 20 on page 56. They were the :t"ollow1ng; 

the coronal, the anterior ectoaylvian, the posterior ecto-

aylvian, and the posterior aupraaylv1an. ln adctit.ion. a 

two oontaot electrode was lnaerted \lnder the poat.erior edge 

o:t" the bone at the operat.1on aite, ao that t.he oontaota lay 

on the posterior eotolaterll gyrus. In all, 20 records 

were made; the first 8 were :t"rom the two point electrode juat 

mentioned, and the rest with the :t"our point electrode • 

.A.tter 15 l"eoorda were taken, the animal emiblted olonlc 

apaama, involving at. least. the tront qurters and the head. 

The tive records ••re taken while the an1•1 was in 

these spasms. 

In operating upon thia animal, the blood supply 1n the 

anter1o part o:t" th• brain••• disturbed. .A -11 amo11Dt 

ot aurg1oal wax beoame lodged \Dlder the bone and poaaibl7 

bore on t.he medial part o:t" the sigmoid l"eg1on, ao that by 

the time the animal had taken the 11aual one hour or to 

reooiwer rrom the anesthetic, and arter additional time had. 

been apent 1n reoord1ng, th• oonaeq11encea or operative ae-

began to appear. ibe a1111ptoma 1n th~• oase were •111t.• 

a1m1lar t.o the apaama -ni:t"eated 1n animal 5, \wo ween ar-
ter operation. ibis ani•l bad been along with an-

other anl•l wb1oh would not allow the 1nola1on o:t" the f'1rat 

to heal but continued to 11ok it open. Whether d11e to ln-

teot1on or to direct injury, the vaaoua'"lr apt.em in the a1g-

mo1d and coronal Ngion ot animal 5 ••• later found injured. 
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R•• no. T7pe Loaatton Aot1v1 t.y St1J11Glatton S1tut1on 

1. 12 P• eo.1. quiet none 1 

4 12 P• ea.1. quiet pain 6 

8 s P• a11pr. pain 10 
9 ., P• -·•· head paln lt 
10 5 •• ..... head pain 14 

11 10 eoronal head rain 14 

16 s P• a11pr. ..... none 19 

1'1 5 ,-. eo.a. ..,... none 19 

18 11 P• ..... none 19 

19 11 •• ..... ape•• none 19 

20 5 ooronal 11nae 19 

Ant•l 12. Peb. 18, 1931. Bot.h h-• L. alte 2.1 x 2.8 om. a. a1te 1., x 2.4 ••• 

'lb• work on thia ani.Jlal mark• the tirat attempt to 

open both sidea ot the cranium to record trom both bem1as:ti.ere•• 

and trom h•1aJ:l).ere to hem1•Jti•r•• 1be eleotrode poa1t1ona, 

well •• the areas opened are shown ln diagram 22 on page 

6S. On th• lett the two eleat.rode position• are 

the coronal and the poaterior eatoaylvian gyr1' on the right. 

hem1•1il•r•, they wore the anterior ectolateral, the m14dle 

eatoa:,lv1an, and the boundary ot the coronal and anterior eo-t.o-

gyr1. 'J.'he tirst 14 records were made with one eleo-

trode on one hemisphere and the other one on the other. 
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In the left hemiaphere, the electrode naa on the coronal gyrua, 

while in the right hemisphere, it lay on the anterior ectolat-

eral. For record• 15 to 8:5 inclusive a ne11tral electrode waa 

uaed • looated on 't,he left hemisphere in the uaual plaoe. The 
I 

I , 

eleotrodea •e~e 1nl the •am post t~on as 1n the t1rat aet of 

reoorda. In t.he left h .. iapbei-e, ~h• eleotrode ••• at.taohed. 

t.o point 2 ot the switoh, and the one 1n the other hemisphere 

to poSnt 4 or t.he n1 tcb. RNord.s 24 t.o 42 1no luai ve were 

taken with the electrodes reaet, both in the right hem1•P1.•N• 

The number 2 lay on the bomidart or the coronal and anterior 

ectoaylv1an. Bleot.rode 4 ••• in the llicldle eotoaylvian. 

Record• Ua to 48 inclusive were obtained trom the lett hem-

the anterior electrode••• nmllber 4 and lay on the 

ooronal gyrua. neotrode 2 lay on the poaterior eot.oaylvian, 

approximately 1n the poa1t1on during the f1rat record•• 

Reo. no. Type J.ooat.1on Aet1v1t.7 Stimulation S1tll8t1on 

s 1 int. er-hem. quiet no"ile. 1 

4 lZ • • aqu1rm pain 6 

a 9 • • quiet leg Jfft.. 4 

8 lS • • .,_u.1rna pain 6 , , • • • • a 
8 11 • • groaa • 10 

9 11 • • • • 10 

10 11 • • • • l0 

11 1 • • quiet. none 1 

19 l r.a.eo •1. qa1et none 1 



R•• no. T7Pe Looatton Aot-tY1t7 Stimulation S1taat1on 

20 10 1. oor. &ro•• pain 10 

21 11 r.a. eo •1.groaa pain 10 

22 12 1. oor. pain 10 

23 5 r.a •• 11. grou pa1n 10 

18 10 b••••••••••1nae pain I 

89 1 b.o.r•••••qttiet. none l 

~o l r-••• '•• qa1et none 1 

~1. 11 b.c.r.a.11.gPOaa pain 10 

32 11 r••••••• leg pain 9 

33 11 pain 10 

34 11 r.m.eo'al,'- leg pain g 

35 11 b.o.r.e.a.leg pain 9 





Animal 23. ll&Jieh 4, 1931. Both h9111S• R. Site a.1 x. 8.5 om. 
i.. Site a.a x a.& ••· 

Th• nature ot the upoaures in t.hia 4og ••• aimilar 

to tboae 1n the last. an1•1, •• aeen the diagrua 23 on 

page 63. ~ere were t.wo elect.rode oontaota 1n eaoh hemiapbere. 

iboaeon the le.tt. were aituated in the ooronal and middle ecto-

aylvian, those on the right, 1n the middle ectoaylvian and 

on the bowidar7 ot the ooronal and posterior sigmoid gyr1. 

'lhu• almoat. homolgoua loeationa were '18ed 1n the two hem1• 

apb.erea. 

R• • no. lfJ'pe lo0at1on Aotivit.7 St.1mulat1on S1t.ut1on 

l 

10 

22 

22a 

23 

24 

15 

27 

29 

30 

31 

38 

l 1 ••••••• 

13+ 1 ••••••• 

13+ 1 ••••••• 

qa1et 

grou 

11 inter hem. groaa 
•••••••• 11 r.m.e.1.0. groaa 

12+ r-••••bd• 
p.a.& •• 

11 r.b4•P••• groaa 
1 ••••• 

12+ bd.r.p.a. w1noe 
1.0. 

13+ bd.p.pa wince 
r.o .r.m••• 

12 1 ••••••• 

l l.o. 

10 bd•P••• a:e.rt.. 
11 r-•••••• 

quiet 

q111et. 

q111et 

qa1et 

none 

pain 

pain 

pain 

pain 

pain 

pain 

pain 

pain 

1 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

6 

rt• light I 

lff• light I 

ID't'• light 8 

a 



Rea .no. Type Looat1on Aotlvity Stimulation Sitution 

53 1 ••••••• quiet .... light a 
34 l 1 ••• q11iet. -· light. I 

35 • bd.p.a;. quiet. .... light. a 
&r.o. 

36 l2 r••••••• qlliet. -· light a 
3"1 l:S 1 ••• e.a. qaiet .... light I 

38 12 1.0. qaiet .... light a 
39 13 bd.p+ quiet. ..... light a a: r.o. 
40 l:S r-•••••• quiet. ... ~ight. • 
41 I 1 ••••••• cautet pain, naro. 18 

42 13 1.0. qa1et. patn, na:re. 18 

43 12 bd.p.a.r. qa1et pain, naro. 18 

44 12 r••••·•• quiet pain, naro. 18 

The laat 4 :reoord.a 1n tha:·above table ••re taken 

arter an injeotion or .chloral hydrate••• given 1n the 

right bemiaphere. Prior to the 1njeot1on the aatmal had 

been aotive, and at one time while the eleotrodea 

were being atruggled a1lAanapped vio1011al7 at the 

band. Arter the injection, th animal remain-

paaa1 ve during the reoord1ng, but when the hame•• bands ••re 

being unfastened 1n order to take the an1al from the oper-

ating table, it again began the wild snapping,. even though it 

ahowed entry 1ymptom or passivity before being 
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fllia incident euggeata that under t.he int!htlenae o~ 

the narootic, the dog must either be paaa1ye or ~ighly 

active, bordering on a oondit1on ot mania. ¾ie interpre-

tation is suggested that the motor activity of the animal 

•• well aa the sensory aapecta ot behavior exhibited a thresh-

old according to oonditiona. !he animal aeemingl7 tailed 

to to pain at1m11lation from the tail. It .telt. 
( 

nothini and was pa~a1••• But when the anillal ••• handlel 

and 1ta head moyed, it began at oncse to 

The type ~r stimulation now given waa ah••• the raised 

threshold, partl~ beacuae it involved the animal's head 

region. 1he resulting movement was , ot necessity, inten~•• 

or it would not have occurred. lhen placed an the floor, 

the animal immediately became passive again, taking tour or 

five steps and sinking down to the floor. 

Animal 24. April 18, 1931 • .Left hem. 

Diagram 24 on page 63 shows the variety ot electrode 

locations and boundaries ot the opening. In all, 7 .&d.el7 

separated places were uaed tor recording, namely, the an-

terior and posterior sigmo1da, the anterior and posterior 

eotolateral, the middle and posterior and the 

a7lvian gyr1. 

Reo. no. Type 

1 

2 

13 

l 

Location Activity Stimulation Situation 

ant. a1g. 

quiet 

q111et 

none 

none 

1 

1 
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aeo. no. TJ1>8 Location Activity Stimulation Situation 

5 13 p.e.l. gross motion 11 

6 ant.aig. passive leg mvt. • 
'1 l+ p.e.1. passive leg mvt. 4 

e l+ p.e.1. head pain 14 

9 13 ant.sig-. wince pain 6 

10 11+ ant.a1g. groaa pain 10 

11 11 p.e.1. groaa pain 10 

1:5 12 p.a11pr. passive leg mvt. 4 

14 1 p.aupr. quiet none 1 

l5 9+ aylvian groaa motion 11 

16 13 aylv1an paaaive leg mvt. • 
17 11 aylv1an groaa pain 10 

18 11+ aylvian groaa pain 10 

19 11 aylvian groaa pain 10 

20 11 p.aupr. gross pain 10 

23 13 aylvian paaaive head•• 3 

24 11- ayly1an wince pain 6 

25 13 aylv1an head pain 14 

26 11 paupr. head pain 14 

29 11 m.aupr. groaa pain 10 

30 11 •••upr. groaa pain 10 

31 13 m.au.pr. leg myt. leg int, •. 8 

32 13 m.aupr. wince pain 6 

33 13 a.au.pr. paasiye light 2 
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Reo .no. Type Location Activity Stimulation S1t'1at1on 

34 1 a.e.1. gro•• pain 10 

35 13+ •••• 1. gross pain 10 

36 9 •••• 1. wince pain 6 

40 13-t- p.aig. head pain 14 

42 15+ p.a1g. passive t'laah 1. 2 



IY. Utilization of the Data 

A.Presentation of data by mapa 

1. The mapping scheme 

69 

For convenience, the data alread7 presented in the torm of 
are 

tables in section III here co tdensed 1n the form of mapa. Rote 

that 1n table I. the different types ot records are given• 

type number found 1n the right-hand column. 'l'hese numbers were 

not imr:edia tel7 interpretable 1n terms ot magni tudea ( ampli tudea J 

energy). Accordingly, type 1 1a assigned the value ot zero. 

When record• showed continuous and very weak fluctuation• 

caution d•anded that thq be interpreted aa possible artifacts 

due to an unateady base p~ential. The7 ( typea 12 and 13) were 

given, therefore, a value ot 1. Intermittent weak tluctuationa 

were given the value ot 2 on the aaaumption that they were 

safer records, that 1a, more likely from the dog rather than 

from the apparatus, since long experience with the apparatus 

showed thl t intermittent variatioDB ar an artificial character 

were readily identifiable. Thua, records or types 6,~,8 and 9 

were given the value or 2. Records of type 2,3,4,5.10 and 11 

were given a value ot 4 because, unitorml7, the amplitudes ot 

theae records were considerably greater than the amplitudes 

valued u l and 2. Intermediate between 2 and 4 f'all a tn 

records which, aa ind.le ated on page ware designated by -
plus am m1nua signs. These are given the value 3. 

Having assigned each type of record a ftlue, a 1.1 record.a 

obtained under similar stimulus and behavior conditions were 

averaged, and maps drawn using no finer steps th.an .5. 'l'heae 

maps indicate the concentration or kinetic energy, as measured 
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by ~ur technique, occurring in the varioua parts of the cortex. 

In other w<rda the maps are intended to show the gri1d1ent ot 

activity found to exist across the cortex under our conditiona 

o't experimentation. The higher the number,, the greater ia the 

concentration indicated. Striking unitormit1ea, tar greater 

than expected,. were round in the records obtained 1n spec1t1c 

behavior a ituat ions. These uniformities can be seen, l::J1' 

inspection, from the tables of section rt.A,11 am 111. 

Since it was the purpose or thie investigation to demon-

strate whether the action current method would yield evidence 

ot general principles in brain functioning, and a1nce the 

condi tiona or the work w~e ao numerous, varied and difficult 

to control, it is evident that a rough method or evaluating 

the data ia more appropriate and mean1ng1'ul than an attempt 

to make fine distinctions. In fact hundreds or fine measure-

ments c:L the records were DBde,, concerned with ( 1) duration 

or a single impulse, (2) frequency of impulses, (3) d•lratiom 

ot volleys. (4) lengths of intervals between volleys, (5) 

or single (6) diphaaic veraua monophasic 

(7) frequencies and ot various irregularities 

or pattern. It was found impoaai ble, however, to ascertain 

the full significance of these refined meaaurementa under the 

cond1 tiona or experimenting upon an intact animal, because 

single stimulus conditions could not be isolated, nor could 

single movements be placed under control. 
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11. 'l'he maps presented. 

1. I>og Paaa1ve w1 th no Particular Stimulation. Table :zr 
shows the gyr1 :from which records were taken. the number and 

typea of :recorda and the magnitude• assigned to the kinetic 

energy involved and used in constructing the map. (Page . f.;t . ) 

Note the wide distribution or the 6 difterent locations f:roz;i 

which records were obtained. The map indicates two general 

regions ot energy concentration, one 1n the sensory-motor area. 

with ita peak 1n the coronal gyrua, and the other in the 

occ1p1t•l pole, or the visual area. The :rormer concentration 

1a higher, though the indicated high level is not so widespread 

as that of the concentr•t1on in the occipital pole. 

In terms or the localization theoey • the coronal gyrua 1a 

the area for neck and fore-limb aena1b111t7. Our results 

consistently ahow a peak in the anterior maximum, or concen-

tration, in a a1tuat1on where the animal 1a evertly quiet, and 

under no particular stimulation by the experimenter. In spite 

or the local aneati-e tic it seema that the dog wa• actuallJ' 

:receiving stimulation from the skin and muaclaa of the head 

and muscle• out in the operation. Thia view d09a not postulate 

any "loc,11sa~1-)ll" .;,t functions, howeYer, for it does not 

auppoae the gyrua to be the "center" that controls either the 

motor or aenao:ry activity or the neck and to:re-11mb region. 

On the contrerJ this region represents the part of the cortex 

which 11ea tunot1Qnall7 nearest the plll"t or the animal'• 

periphe17 under greatest stimulation. Here would be round a 

relatively great amount ot kinetic energy. under the stimulus 

cond1t1ona that have Just been suggested. regardless or any 
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localization theory. 

Diagram 1,. on page. 1/.!I :1.lso shows the reaulta trom 

intra and inter gyr1 e~ectrode arrangements. Only very 

slight fluctuation.a were obtained ns seen. as indicated by 

the magnitude 1. The numbers found on this and the subsequent 

diagrams ot this aeriea (a) are values calculated by the same 

scheme as for the large r:1apa, but their meaning 1s different. 

In the former, the neutral electrode represented a co:nmon 

level from record to record and t'rom animal to anim-al about 

which the potential ot the other electrode fluctuated. Here. 

there is no standard or reterenee, eonaequently the scale of 

values represents merely the amplitude of the fluctuations 

between the two electrode positions. 

Table II 

1. Passive with no Particular Stimulation 

Oyrua 

anterior aigmoid 

lateral a1gmo14 

coronal 

bd.cor. • ant. Jctoa1l-

m1d eotoayl 

ant.ectolateral 

poat ectolat 

H-1•phere 
.!!£! mapp~ns. value righ' mapping n.lue 

1.13,1 .a 

0 

l 

1 

l 

1 

0 

0 

0 



InteP-hemia pheral reo ord.a 

anterior ectolat (right) to coronal (left) 

Intra-hem1apheral records 

anterior lateral to mid ectolateral 

anterior lat. to anterior lat. 

lingual and auprasphen1al 

coronal to post lat. 

mid ectolat. to mid ectolat. 

13 
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2. Paaa1Te with Brightness Stimulation. On page- ?ba table 

1a presented with the data from which the map on page. ?7. 
was constructed. From th1 a map, 1t will be seen tiet again 

• 
there are anterior· and posterior energy concentrations, such 

. 
as were tound in the preceding behav1or-a1tuat1on. ln th1a 

case• however• the peak or the anterior maximum in the 

lateral part of the anterior sigmoid Ql"U:• instead of the 

coronal, and it is somewhat higher than was tound in situa-

tion 1. In fact, the whole area ot concentration 1n thJ.a 

present oaae, 1a located more toward the median aspect ot the 

hero.iaphere. The posterior concentration,•• tar as can be 

ascertained, 1a similar to tl"flt 1n a1tuat1on 1. but &Ol!lewhat 

higher. Thie ·result doe• not harmonize with the auggeat1on 

that the cortex 1a not involved in the perception of mere 

bri~itne aa. on the evidence that the visual cortex 1a more 

active when the animal ls atimula ted w1 th strong light. one 

cannot aa.ggeet all or the conditions that may explain the 

shift of the peak or the anterior maximum from 1ta late~l 

position in situation 1. to 1ta more medial position in 
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situation 2. The difference, 1n part, however, suggeata a 

cl::iange in the role played by the unnatural neck cond1t1ona 

under strong stimulation of the animal's periphery elsewhere. 

It we could liken the animal's behavior to human experience. 

we could say thnt with the brightness stimulation, the neck 

d1scomforture ceased to be figured perceptually as it was 

before, but becam:e part of the "ground". Diagram 2 3n page .'/3. 

shows the res 0llta from additional electrode arrangement. The 

places recorded from are few, but nevertheleaa show that such 

places as the lingual and aupraaplen1al gyri are the loci ot 

high concentration• ot kinetic enera, and are in keeping 

with the interpretation given the map tor thia behavior 

situation. 

Table III. 

2. Passive with Br1ghtneaa Stimulation 

Hemiaphere 

Lett Mapping Ri@t Mapping - value value 
lateral sigmoid 6,13,1,1•12 a.a 
poster1m- sigmoid 13.,. 2.0 

posterior cruo1ate 12+.12 ..... 12+ 2.0 

coronal l• 11 12,'7 •Sl•l3• 1.a •,u-
middle ectoaylvian 12, 13, 13, 1,9 .a 1.0 13, 12,12 1 

bd post sigmoid • coronal -1,1a.10 3.5 

middle lateral 13 1 

anterior ectolateral l 0 

poaterlor eotolateral 13,13,13+- 1.2 

middle aupraa7lvian 1 

poat aupraaylvian 1,1,1 0 
cruoiate 12 .12, 12, 12, 1 l 

bd. ecto8)'lv1an & a7lvlan 12 1 
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Intra-hemispheral record.a 

post eetolat to post eetolat (left) 

lingual & supra splen1al 

mid ectolateral to mid ectolateral 

s,,5,,4,,13.1,11,,e.a 
11,,11,11,,1,,1,a.1 

1,,13,,13 

3. Dog Passive with Motor Stimulation. (experimenter move• 
animal's head. ) 

From the map on 1)" ge !J.1.rv 1t will be immediately aeen 
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that in this situation, also, there is an anterior and a 

posterior maximum. The termer includes at a level or '• the 

coronal gyrua. am the lateral aspect or the anterior and 

posterior sigmoida, and the rest of the posterior sigmoid and 

the cruciate. The central and medial portions of the anterior 

sigmoid gyrua are inc 1uded within the maximum at a level or 2.5. 

No data are available tor much or the occipital pole,, but since 

the lateral portion or it is high the remainder of the pole 

1s presuro•bly high, also. 

In thia situation the dog'• head was moved from side to 

side. Here, although the dog wae paaa1Ye at the time of 

1n.1t1al stimulation., the character or the anterior or somatic 

rnaximw,~ is essentially different 1n both extent and amplitude 

than in s 1t1ati;..na l and 2. The map shows then that all case• 

or overt are not alike in terms of the atresaoa 

within the an1;;1al. In a1 tuations 1 and 2 the posterior 

r.?'1Ximum was not high as the anterior one. but here we f'1nd 

it equally •• high. In other words. the relation between t',e 

anterior and posterior max1T'i.a has changed in terms or both 

their mutual relation ot l1eight and extent. 
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'fable IV. 

~. Pasa1ve with Motor St1mulat1on-~;~xper·1menter Moving Ilea4 

Oyrua Hemisphere 

Lef't Mappi§ Value R~ -
lateral a1gmo1d 1,1.1.1 0 

J.Z,13 l 

posterior auprasy lvian 11,u 4 

s1gmo1ds a: cruc1ate 11 • 
coronal 5_11,11.s 4 

bd a1gmo1da le cruciate l 0 

anterior a1gmo1d 12,2,6 2.3 

Intra-hemispheral recol'd 

Gingua l & supra splenial 

4 • .Pasa1Ye Id th lllotor Stimulation. (Experimenter moved dog1 • 11mba.) 

On page .1f .I. 1a the map showing the distribution ot energ 

concentrationa. There a known ditterence between this 

situation and the last. On the former oase the animal'• bead 

was moved and 1n thia case the 11.mba. Aa far •• the outward 

behavior of th'"' dog wae c onoerned there was no deaor1b&ble 

difference. In both cases the animal was Howevezt1 

just as if the animal could tell ua or ditf erences 1n 1ta 

experience in the two s1 tuationa, we tind d1tferencea in the 

cort1c&l t1eld. In the present si tuat1on, the anterior max1mum 

ts more restricted and 1a not as high as in the ·former situation• 

neither 1• th8 posterior concentration aa. high aa it was in the 

last case. The animal appa:rent J:y was d1 aturbed lea a by moving 

ita limbs than by moving 1ta head, for either or both or twe 
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reasona. The first may be that the anterior end. of the 

animal may ordinarily be more sensitive; the second. that 

the animal is already disturbed at the head end by the 

opei-at1 ve wound. 

Again there is evidence that any given area plays a ver"7 

dii'ferent role from time to time as the stimulus cond1t1ona 

change that impinge; upon the animal. 

Table Y 

4. Pa.aa1 ve •1th Motor Stimulation-Experimenter Moving l.1mba 

Gyrua Hemisphere 

Lett Mapj)ing Value Right -jlft~~-,:-.13nJ1c1 ·. 
lateral a1wno1d 

posterior 

cruc1ate 

coronal 

middle actoaylv1m 

aylvian 

middle· lateral 

posterior ectolateral 

posterior supr~sylv1an 

sigmo1da le 011110iate 

s.13-r 

i:s+.'F 

13 

e.1:s 
1.'F 

8 

l~ 

& 

l-+-.13+ 

12 

13 

z 
2.5 

1 

1.6 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1.8 

1 

1 

Inter-hemiaphera l Record 
anterior ectolateral (right) to coronal (left) 

Intra-hem1spheral Record 

post. sigmoid to poat. lateral (left) 2 
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5. Passive with Pain Stimulation. It will be aeen htom both 

the table ot data on page 82 and the map on page 83 that the 

material tor thia situation la not aa complete aa would be 

desired, but in the tew available records., acne idea ot the 

energy d1atr1but1on can be obtained. The map ahon again 

that there is a posterior as well as an anterior max1mmn 1D 

concentration ot kinetic energy. The level ot the •latter 

1• now onl7 medium high, suggesting that though the animal 

was given at1mu.lat1on intended to be painful, there waa onl7 

a moderate result. Outwardly the animal waa paaa1Te1 and aa 

tar as the oortex ••• concerned, there seemed to be leaa 

kinetic enera imolved than when the head waa aoved. 'l'he 

at1mulat1on aenaed in thia ease to be no more effective in 

disturbing the animal than DlOT1ng lhaba, though what 

disturbance there was hrnished a dlf'terent pattern than 

before, aa attested by the mapa ot thia and situation 4. 

Reaulta tram the single record. taken with electrode 

arrangement 2 are shown in d1agz-aa 5 on page 84. It waa 

negative. 

Table VI 

5. Paaaive with Pain Stimulation 

Lett 
n:2,!. ?.tap. Value 

posterior ectolateral 12, 11 1 

middle ectoaylYian 

coronal 

latoral sigmoid 

9 

8 

8 

2 

2 

2 

Hemisphere 

Right 
'1)P! Rap Value 

Inter-hemiapheral record 

post sigmoid• coronal (right) to coronal (left) 1. 
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6. Wincing or a lightly squirming. •1th i-1n at1mulat1on. 

The map on page~ "l-bshows tbe outcome of this situation (6). 

The locations explored are most numerous in the anterior ht\ll 

of the cortex. Little can be said about the existence or nature 

of the posterior max1:mu."r,. The ant~~rior naximum extends into the 

s.ueitory a-ea. where a l~vel of 3 is fc.und in comparison to that 

of 4 in the middle and ant :rior ectosylvian gyrus. the coroml 

&.nd the lateral sigmoid gyr1.. This situation ropt•eaf,mta ti. 

case 1n which the intended pain at1mulat1on was evidentl.7 

becoming superliminal. Aa outward evidence. there was wincing. 

or slight squirming. The somatic cortical field 1a 1n k1n~t1c 

"nergy and widely extended. 

Table VII 

6. Wincing or slightly squirming with pa1n ·stimulation. 

Gyrua Hemisphere 
Lert Rtgbt 

~• )lap Value !zP.! ~•p Value 

ante1•1or aigmoid 

latoral sigmoid 

coronal 

bd coronal & anterior ecto-
lateral 

13 

11 

11 

~iddle ectoaylvlan 11 

aylv1an 

anterior eotolateral 

middle aupraa7lvian 

u-
g 

l 

t4 

' 10 





Inter-hemispheral record.a 

ant. ectolateral (right) to coronal ( lef't) 13• 7 • 13 

bd post sigmoid & coronal (right) to coronal (left) 12 + 
Inti-a-hem1apheral record 

bd post sigmoid & coronal to mid ectos:,lvian (right) 13.f-

8. Limb Movement• with Kotoi- Stimulation. (Art1t1c1al move-

ment ot 11.mba) 

The table on page 89 and the map on page 88 ahow the 

ene:rgy d1atl'1but1on tor situation 8. The map at once auggeata 

both an anterior and posterior concentration. 1.hougb the tact 

that no records wePe obtained from t,he area between the Cl"U• 

c1ate and the anterior ectolateral 11m1ta the evidence 

tor ~• poaterior maximum. Heither are there record.a trm the 

coronal gyruaJ tlma one oannot make a rigid compa.riaon between 

the extent ot the anterior maximum in thia a1t-tJ.&t1on and any 

ot the othera. '?be anterior maximwll• when recorded• 1a very 

high. 'l'he few re.>orda obtained trcn the occipital are•• in• 

dicate that the ooncentrat1on 1a high there alao. It probabl.J' 

true, then, that whenever the animal begina to make move-

menta 1DT01Ting a large part of ita musculature• such aa in 

walld.q, pawing• am in maldng aweeping head monmenta. 

v1a1on 1DTolved more appreciably than 1n paaa1ve a1tuationa. 

'l'hia 1a interesting when lt 1• reflected that the animal 

not walklng about. but waa atrappe4 1n ham•••• 
The two reoorda taken with arrangement 3 are ahown in 

diagram 8 on page 84. Pluotuationa o~ the very largest 

kind ooourred in theae record~• ahow1ng a highly fluctuating 

Rotent1al between the aamat1o and 





Table VIII 

8. Limb movements with motion stimulation. 

Gyrua 

anterior sigmoid 

lateral sigmoid 

s1gmo1da & ci-uciate 

anterior ectolateral 

posterior ectolateral 

middle aupraayl'Yian 

post supraaylrtan 

Hem1aphere 
left 

Map Value 

3 

0 

' 
' 

Intra-hemiapheral reoord 

right 

posterior a1gmo1d to posterior lateral {lef't) 4•6 

89 

10. Gross Movements w1 th Pain Stimulation. 'f.he map g1 ving 

the cortical energy di atr1but1on for this situation 1a f'ound 

on page 'lo or all the 10 maps this ehowa the greatest 

amount of kinetic energy. There 1s both an anterior and 

posterior maximum, and both are at a level of' 4. Records f'rom 

a ·11der var1et7 of locations are ••1lable f'or the .latter 

maximum than t<r the former; th1a high level 1s round to extend 

into the auditory area. making it a part of the posterior con-

centration. The high level and broad extent of the posterior 

maximurt in the present al tm t1on auggeata that t·.,e animal. 

looks around him during his struggles to free himself and to. 

Jump f'rom the operating table. Thia is not of necessity true. 

bu~ as a postulate, gives meaning to the distribution of energy 





on the cortex. Uthe above supposition concerning the 

animal•• behavior be true. then one would expect that 1ta 

perceptual t1eld would be more highly structured viauall.7 

than in the caae ot pua1v1ty. 
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The reaulta obtained in both 1nter-ham1apheral and 1ntra-

hem1sp1:Ieral recording are given 1n diagram 10 on page 84. 

'l'he recorda with the former arrangement ahow a great deal or 
fluctuation 1n the potential between hemispheres with mlll'ked 

aenaoey and motor activity of the animal. 'l'he qualitative 

type of reoord fr<D within the one haa.1.aphere without the 

uae ot the neutral 1a different than that obta1ned with inter-

hemiapheral reoord1ng. 'l'he type generall7 found in the tOl'lller 

case 2. while ln the latter it 1a 11. 

Table IX 

10. Oroae IIOT-ta with Paifl Stbmlat1on. 

OYI"U• H9111aphere 

anterior •1gmo1d 

coronal 

Lett 

Tm! Jla,e Value 

11+ 4 

12. 10 

bd coronal & ant. eotoaylv1an 

middle ectoaylv1an 131 11. 13+ 3.5 

aylv1an 11. 11. ll-t- 4 

anterior ectolateral 13f 1 2 

posterior ectolateral 11. 11 4 

middle supra aylvian 11. 11 4 

posterior aupraaylvian 11, a 4 

posterior lateral 11. 11 4 

Right 

'l'JI?• Map Value 

lls ll t 

11 4 

5. 11 4 



Inter-hem1spheral record.a 

ant.erior ectolat (right) to coronal (lett) 

mid. ectoaylv1an (right) to coronal (left) 

bd. post sigmoid I: coronal (right) to mid eetosyl.(1.) 11 

mid. ectoaylvian (right) to mid ectoaylvian ( left) 11 
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Intra-hemispheral records 

anterior lateral to mid ectolateral (left) 

antei-1or lateral to anterior J.ateral (left) 

post a1gmo1d to post lateral (lett) 

2,,2.2,2,2.2. 

2.1 

2 

coronal to )Ost lateral 2,2 

mid eotosylv1an (right) to bd post a1g & coronal (rt.) 12 + 

11. Grosa Mo,remen ts to Motion or the Bodz. According to the 

map '>D page .'I 9 . . for this a1tuat1on, it will be seen that the 

majority of the gyrnl positions utilized are in the somatic 

field.. ffll1le evidence is 11..""!11tf'Mi concei-n1ng the action ot the 

occipital pol~. it 1.s evident that there are again two maxima. 

The anterior maximum is wide :_7 extended and high, end 1nV')lYea 

the auditory area. The possible d1 tferencea between the diatr1-

but1on o~ the maxima 1n t"11s s1t;uation ·and the last ( -_;rosa 

mov31-:-ients to pain) lie in the r111ct of a broade anterior 1nax1mulll 

at a high leTal in tho pNsent oase, and a more restricted 

post :·rior max1cl1Um. It 1s proba!>l7 of a lower level, in the 

present case, a lao. 







Gyrua 

'?able X 

11. Gt-oaa Movements to Motion of Body 

Hemiaphei-e 
Left R1ght 

Map Ytlue 

' 
!zie Map Value 

anterior sigmoid 

lateral sigmoid 

posterior sigmoid 

bd sigmoid• oruciate 

coronal 

eylv1an 

posterior lateral 

mid supra aylvian 

ll 

2,n.11 
s.11.11.11 

., 

Iutra-hem1apharal record 

pos i~ sigmoid to pc,at lateral ( l.eft) 4•& 

14. Head Mc,vementa to .Pain. ft'or this situation, see map on 

page .. 'I h Though the locations recorded from in thia 

situation are not quite the sar:ie aa those 1n situa t1on 3• the 

maps are somewhat similar. In ai tuat1on 3 the head or the 

ani::1111 was moTed by the experimenter, while 1n the present 

situation the animal moved i\s own head. In bot1i ma.pa the 

posterior supra sylv1an stands out w1 th a high · 1evel. There 

are no reeorda 1n situation 3 to show the activities or adjacen, 

gyr1, while in the present case the gyri on either side are not 

as high in kinetic energy as the supraeylv1an. It must be 

i-oal1zed, however. thB t definite conclua1ona from a a ingle 

i-ecord in a given locnt1on are not juat1t1ed. 





Gyrus 

posterioz· 

coronal 

Table XI 

14 •. Head Movements· to Pain Stimulation 

Hemisphere 
Lef"t Right 

Type Map Value -
sigmoid 13+ 2.5 

-r 
10 4 

anterior ectosylvian 5 4 

sylvian 13 l 

posterior ectosylvian 7 2 

posterior ectola teral l+- .5 
\ 

posterioI' supra.sylvian 11 4 

IV.-A-1ii. Situations which Yielded onli a few Records 

9. Hind Limb Movement with Pain Stimulation. 'l1ab1P. ,, 2a. 

shows the results obtained in tJ:rl.s situation. The two areas 

investigated lie in the soma tic field of th~ right LemispheI'e. 

The records obtained w.erc high with a· ualue of 4. This is 

, in iceepi:ng with the outcome'rron: similar situations, when 

r•ecording · on the left hemispho1,,e. 

12. Gross Moven~ents to Brightness Stlnmlat1on. In this situation 

2 re.cords were obtained from one position, the anter•ior sigmoid 

g:rru.s. One was highly active an.d the other medium active, giv-

ing tl'JO location a value of 3, which :ts slig..l-itly lower .than for 

the othef 'situations involving gross movements. 

13. Wincing to Brightness Stimulation. Only one record was 

obtained with electrode arra.n6e::nent; la, from the anterior 
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sigmoid gyrus. Magnitude of activity was a value comparable 

to that for the same gyrus in s1 tua t ion 6., in which wine ing 

also occurred. 

Tb.J-ee other r·ecords were taken., this time w1 th eledtrode 
' . 

arrangement 3.; Each o.f these was obtained when both electrodes 

were in the middle ec~olatera1 gyrus.,and yielded a magnitude ot 2. 

Table XII 

9. Hind Limb ~o~ements with Pain Stimulation 

Hemisphere 
Left Right 

Type Map Value - ------ Type Map Value 

bd coronal & anterior 
ectosylvian 

middle ectosylvian 

11 4 

11.11 4 

12 .• Gross Movements to Brightn·ess Stimulation 

anterior sigmoid 5:,8 3 

13. Wincing to Brightness Stimulation 

anterior sigmoid l8 l. 

Intra-hemispheral record 

mid ectolateral to mid ectolateral (left) 

15. ~ad Movements to Motion·or the Body 
posterior sigmoid 

coronal 

Sylv~an 

l 

1 

0 

0 

4 

Intra-hemispheral record. 

coronal to posterior lateral (left) 2. 
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15. Head Movements to .Motion of the· Bodi• 

Tbreegyri were used in situation 15, all representative gyri 

for the anterior half of the cortex. Both the sigmoid end 

the coronal showed a level of O, while the sylvian (auditory) 

wafl at 4. As far as response, alone, is concerned, the 

situation most n~arly a.nalagous to this one is 14, in which 

there were head movements to pain. There,. the poster1or 

sigmoid was at 2.5, the coronal at 4 antl: the sylvian at 1. 

A single record was obtained, with one electrode in the 

coronal gyrus and the other in the posterior lateral. Wide 

fluctuations were obtained. 

16. nspontaneous Movements" of the Animal. Movements defined -. 
as spontaneous·are those occurring when no intended stimulation 

is given. Two records, both of ·type 2, were obtained f'rom the 

coronal gyrus, showing an anterior maximum in cases of so-called 

spontaneous acftivity. 

In addition, 2 records were obtained with electrode 

arrangement 3. in which the potential fluctuation between the 

anterior lateral gyrus and the middle ectolateral-g~Tus was 

measured. One record was negative and the other showed wide 

flue tuations. 



Tal?le XIII 

16. Spontaneous Movements or Animal. 

GyrllS Hemisphere 

anterior sigmoid 

·coronal 

Left 
Map Value 

4 

4 

Intrn-hemispheral record 

anterior lateral to-mid ectolateral (left). 1,2 

l.'7. Curare in Animal? s Heck Muscles .. 

coronal 

sylvian 

1.5 

4 

17. Curare in the Neck Muse les. Toward tho end -of the 
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experiment on one animal., a solution of curare was hypoder-

mically injected into the lateral and dorsal neclc muscles. 

Even after 3-5 minutes were given for the solution to act, 

slight head movements were observed. These movements may 

have been due in part to the relaxation of the muscles them-

selves and t'6 the shift in posture of the animal's body. 

About 8 records were made i:luring the time the neck was 

curarized, 2 on the .coronal gyrus and 6 on the sylv1an. The 

former gave an average magnitude of 2 and the latter a magni-

tude of 4. 

One of the reasons for the administration of the curare was 

to prevent the use of the neck muscles which lay nearest to 

the operative site so that there might be the very minimum or 
chance for the spread of muscle impulses by way of non neural 
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routes to the electrodes. Such a spread seemed very unlikely 

1n the first place, but inasmuch as the sU:ggesti,on was ma.de, 

it was thought wise to test their possible role.in.producing 

a~ti.f'acts in our records. The results brought out the fact 

that the records tha. t were obtained by our technique were 

not gained from the muscles rather tJ::ia.n from the cortex 

itself. 

18. Narcotic 1n the Ri&ht Hemisphere. At the end of the 

recording with one animal, a narcotic solution containing 

chloral hydrate was injected into the right hemisphere. Two 

of the electrodes lay on the right hemisphere and two on the 

left, so that after the injection had been given time to act 

a record was taken from each of the four electrodes. The 

posit ions on the left hemisphere were· the coronal and the 

middle ectosylvian gyri, which exhibited a level of l n.."'ld 2 

respectively. The positions on the right hemisphere were the 

boundary of the posterior sigmoid and coronal and the middle 

ectosylvian. These showed a level almost at zero. In this 

situation, however, the records. although obtained from 

virtually corresponding places in too two hemispheres, were 

ver;v: different. The ones from the right were simpler and 

"smoother" in pattern, and less amplitudinous. The stimulation, 

given tho dog, was pain; the animal was virtually passive .. 

It is interesting- to note funt with the animal passive to pain, 

when ·the narcotic was not used, the coronal and middle ecto-

sylv1nn exhibited a level of 2. 
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T11ble XIV 

18. Chloral Hydrate etc. in Right .fiemisphere.(otherwise situation 5. 

Gyrus 
La.ft 

Hemisphere 
.Right 

fype ltlap Value !lJ2! t:ap Value 

coronal. 

bd.of post.sig.& coronal 

middle eetosylvian 

mid. ectosylv1an 

l3 

12 

6 

12 

.19. Experimental Injur:, (Vascular and pressure) 
spontaneous movements,,,... c lonic spasms. 

coronal 

anterior ectosylvian 

posterior suprasylvian 

postez•ior ectos:;lvic.n 

5 

ll 

5 

S•·ll 

4 

4 

4 

4 

19. :::xperimental Injurz. A brief description of animal 20 

tho.t devolopad clon1c spasms is given on pa.go .~'/ During the 

removal of the dura ma tei• one of fu.5 :$-Uper.f1c1nl ves..scls of the 

· oonsori-.:iotor urea wus ruptured.. In tm atte!:lpt to ~top the 

hornor1"hngo,,a.or,~a pressure wes used. Additional pressure came 

from !l'.l rgice.1 bone wax lodged between the brnin and the skull. 

Tho resutting attucks occurred at intervals of ono or two 

minutes and lasted for- two oz,, throe minutes st n time.. The 

anir.1al's hoad and whole body developed a rapid tremor; its 

jnw rapidly opened and e losed. The posture of ·the Gi."'liwal was 

nsyrr~:·:~etrical with its body in a lt1ternl curl n.nd the hond drawn 

to one side. 

Records wore obtained from :foutt dif'terent gyri;J the coronal• 
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the anterior ectosylvi~, the posterior suprasylvian and the 

posterior. ectosylv1an. .Each of these areas gave results which 

were 1nterm1 t tent ly ampli tudinous, paralle +ing the rhythmn of 

the spasm. An example of·the type of record obtained is shown 

on page .g'/ a.. 'l!he tetan1c phase of the .spasm occurred twice. 

every tllr ee seconds. 

iv. Summary of the :Map Data. 

In the 18 different behavior situations investigated, there 

was a marked consistency in the type of record obtained from 

any given .gyrus under a given set of conditions. These records 

have been treated in two ways. First, they have been classified 

on the basis of amplitude, regularity of pattern and duration 

of volley, into 13 types. Second, they have been evaluated on 

the basis of amplitude in a scale of f'I>om Oto 4 in steps of .5. 

With this scale, the records obtained by means of electrode 

arrangement la have been used to construct activity distribution 

maps for 10 behavior situations. The characteristics of these 

maps may be summarized as follows: (1) The cortex is a unified 

field, inasmuch as thei,e does not appear to be an independence 

or isolation of any particular area. The level of any area seems 

to depend as much.on the distribution of enorgy in the rest of 

the as upon peripheral conditions impinging on any small 

areal\ For example, the first five situations brought out 

differences in the levels and extents of both the anterior and 
in 

posterior maxima. Aside from tho fact that all these cases the 

maxima existed, the lllllPS were strikingly different in pattern. 

In onch situation, the animal was passive as far as overt 
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\, crr-.t ' "\ y e ):\,._ 

movement \'las~ criterio~ The motor periphery in each instance 
1-;:--- /'\ C. ··- .. 

was ~1:1:-~1constant~nditiorq but the cortical distribution maps 

showed differences in the motor or somatic arc. Thus it is 

impossible to predict from what is occurring at the 

periphery to activity· in the somatic cortical area and 

vice versa. ...J...j 

V-v-V..lz_ 

Furthermore, the auditory area in@or the situations was 
i'l' -~ t 

found to be a~maximum, with ntr~~h:d!~~~y stimulation,&~yond that 

. given in the other si tuation1;J} Corresponding irregularities 

between the visual area and visual stimulus situations were also 

observed. Maximum kinetic energy was recorded from the visual 

area with the animal in dim illumination and in complete dark-

ness. ,-
1 ..... S:Y (_C .- ( . . ) 

~Jf<The maps show· that for any one area there 1s a changing 

set of relationships with the cortex as a whole. (3) Most of the 

maps quite clearly portray two maxima in energy concentration, 

arxl .. the remainder point to the same dual distribution ,vith 

sufficient de.tini teness to conclude th at two maxima is the rule. 

One of the maxima roughly CQincides with the somatic projection 

area in the anterior part of the cortex, while the other lies 

over most or the posterior half of the cortex, with its peak in 

the occipital pole. (4) The peaks or these maxima shift about, 

from situation to situation, thus only in a general way are the 

maps similar to each other. On the othor hand, the pattern 1s 

unquestionably constant for constant sets of conditions. (5) 

The lowest area is a strip.common to all 10 situations and 

corresponds to the histological region just anterior to the 

parietal as designated by Campbell in 1905. The significance 

he gives that area is not understood. (6}The auditory projection 
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area (the sylvian gyr11s) was usually part of this l.ow area, 
1n 

but three situations its level leaped to a maximum., or nearly 

so.. Under these conditions (gross movements} the area consti-
/ 

tutod a part either of' the nnterior or the posterior maximum. 

It never stood out as a distinct third area of maximum concen-

tration. For further information on the auditory area see the 

thesis of F. Theodore Perkins. It will be r~membered tm.t no 

e.udit·ory stimulation was administered the animals in the 

situations described, neither was st'J:-ong Visual s t1mulat ion 

gi;en in all the cases; nevertheless., 1t seemed that whether 

the si tuat1on was or was not characterized by strong visual 

"stimuJa. tion", the visual pole of the col'tex was tho locus of 

.. a mnximwn of kinetic energy., the possible significance of. vdrl.ch 

will be dealt with later in relation to the findings of Cutsforth • 

. j V. Interpretation of Data 

A. logical Foundation of a Field Theory. 

In expanding upon the su.'1'l?llary .or the energy distribution 

maps, md in showing their relation to contemporary work in 

psychology and allied fields, th_eory has been sought that 

would avoid the obvious shortcomings or traditional concopts. 

The view must be judged on the bHsis of whether it avoids the 

obvious difficulties existent in currant theory. Adherents 

of the views which are n t the same time classical and current 

bave unsuccessfully sought to avoid certain of the faults that 

will be mentioned,, though the1•e are yet other inconsistencies 

t1"'.nt have not hitherto been discovered. 

Present hindrances toward the· understanding of lmown 

cortical phenomena, as evidenced both by lack of prediction 
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and control and by self-contradictory logic, may be classified 

in the following ways. (ll The significance of relativity has 

neither been understood, nor has relativity been consistently 

employed as a principle dealing with problems of brain 

dynamics. (2) There has been no distinction between the 

phenomenological and the dynamie--~/ In fact, much of science 

has been couched in static types of description, from which 

explanation has been expected to accrue. (3) It has not been 

recognized, except in a very few cases, that entities do not 

possess properties in their own right, but acquire them from 

the situation of which they are parts. (4) There has been no 

consistent and justifiable procedure of envisaging an entity 

at one time as a part and at other times as a whole. (5) The 

problem of unity has never been satisfactorily solved by current 

log_ic and cannot be solved so long as no attempt is made to 

conceive of all properties as dependent. Units then., have in 

recant times always been parts of the situations studied~ and 

theorization has never progressed farther than the attempt to 

account for a derived unity or a derived organization. The 

concepts of· integration., synthesis, co-ordination, association., 

and .fusion have been the entire stoclt in trade, and have repeat-

edly been used as explanatory concepts without success. (6) 

Causation has repeatedly been conceived in terms of what some 

call tone-line f'u.nctional1sm•. That is., one event is said to 

cause another. (7) It has always been assumed that when, during 

lexperimentation, one holds certain conditions constant he has 
:-

i eliminated them from the explanatory picture. Such a practice 

: is scientifically invalid. 

The present alternative 1s to construct a scheme which 



will avoid the i'aul.ts just mentioned. l~oreover, tho scheme 

should be broad enough to encompass all known phenomena; at 

the same time it should·be capable or portieula.rize.tion. 
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'l'he old notion of hon1ogeneous unity held by previous advocates 

of functional unity in the cerebrl.1!11 failed to suggost oxperi-

r:1ental methods and problems. 1fothing remainocl to.·be done 

a.fter the faith had been stated because 1t ,was not subject to 

differentiation in actual situations. _ Ac'cordingls~ field 

theory presents itself alternative to the· current viewpoints 

all of which logically fall into one category, atomism. A 

field theory denies a tomism as an assumption, and consequently 

mekes use of relativistic principles. With its assumption o:f 

unity and the basic laws of balm:ice, it makes intelligible the 

relation of the part to the whole, a heretofore unsolved pro-
; . \ 

blem. In short, a field is a chosen continuum characterized 

by some form of energy structlll'ization observed directly or 

by instrumental aid, or pos1fulated by logical necessity, and 

deseribod 1n terms of differences in interdependent eODrgy 

potentials. The basic assumptions, therefor_e, :take care of 

flux, relation$h1ps, and directionality of activity; it assigns 

a definite reason :for each event within tho f'ield. The chosen 

field is the unit, and its size 1s dependent upon the scope of 

the problem. It .!.! the situation actually dealt with. 

When description necessitates terms other than 1differences 

in potential' and allied concepts, it is non explanatory and is 

called phenomenology. With the general statement of o. field 

theory in mi11d, evidence aside from thesis is inspected; and 

finally, the t;heory presented in detail. 
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B. Relation of Present Study to Contemporary Wor1c. 

In the cortical maps that were. made from the data of this 

study were f'ound two areas of maximum concentration in energy, 

{ 1) the anterior common to various forms of behavior and 

fluctuating around the cortical projection areas for the soma-

tic sense organs, and (2) a,. posteri,or maximum fluctuating over 

the visual projection area. Hone of the 10 situations brought 
\ 

out more than the two areas of concentration although the?'e is 

an auditory projection area, anatomically speaking, which was 

found to be low in ooncentr•ation in situations not intentiorially 
I 

involving hearing. In three situations this area exhibited 
/ 

a high level of kinetic energy but was a part / . ' either. of the 
/ 

anterior or the posterior concentration. The olfactory and 
/ 

gustatory regions were not explored so that the manner in 

which they are related to the two areas of concentration cannot 

here be discussed :from actual data. liowever, something may be 

said as to their expected behavior in light of existing facts. 

It would appear that the visual and soira tic parts of the 

tie ld are primary fdif'i'erentiations '· of the cortex. We may 

presume that as departure from homogeneity talces place in the 

growth of the corte~, the first and grossest differences to 

arise are·regions of maxima just mentioned. This is in keeping 

with what Cutsforth found and described in his thesis, where 

he shows the rise of subjectivity atd objectiVity in terms of 

kinesthesis and vision, respectively. All external reference 

is in terms of vision,_while bodily reference is in visua1 
. 

terms or kinesthetic, and by the latter is meant the 'somatic' 

as used ,in this theflis. The maps seem to show· this bi-modalidiy 
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in nelll'ological terms, and demonstrate fu.rther that the part 

of the cortical field nearest the ear, namely the auditory 

area, is not concentrated as a third region but appears as 
-a. part either of the visual or the soma tic concentrations. 

This, too, is in keeping with what has been ibund in actual 

experience, since sound, in order to be·"localized must 

evidently have either a visual or kinesthetic frame of 

reference. In addition, various characteristics of 

sounds described in terms of body reference, such as •rough'~ 

•smootht, 'harsh', •sharp', •penetra:.bing' •· etc. point to the 

dependence of the·auditory upon the kinesthetic field, and 

ter.ms like 1bright 1., 1dull', ·•high', ·1 1ow' and other synesthetic 

adjectives reveal a dependence upon the visual field. What 

seems to be necessary• therefore, in tho treatment both of 

experience and the cortical fie;l.d is in the former an adequate 

description of the role played in experience by vision and 

kinesthesis and, in the latter,. the taking account of the 

anterior and posterior maxima in the cortical field. It would 

seem, however, that there 1s possibly at one time the dominance 

of the somatic pole and under other conditions the dominance 

of the cortex by the visual pole. The maps _reveal evidence 
'· ~, . 

that at one time there is a greater posterior than anterior 

concontrntion. A case ~f the latter is found when gross 

movements are :rmde, for exaniple, when the animal attempts to 

free himself from the harness and to· look for a way of escape 

from the operating table. It was then th.at the visual field 

became for· it more significantly structured. A case of 

kinesthetic dominance is found when bhe animal was resting 

passively ~pon the tabla. We may expect developments in the 
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phenomonology of experierice to harmonize with this .fact. 

Differentiation of the Somatic Area. 

The. questi·on arises of the further differentiation of· the 

cortical field,. some 61' vrhich would necessarily take· place 

within the two areas of high concentration. One would expect 

speci.fi'c qualities., such o.s pain, cutaneous pressure, kines-

thesis, cold., and warmth.to depend 1n part upon differentia-

tions within the .. gyri in. the anterior part of the cortt:3x. 

This does not set this part.of the cortex off as a functioning 

'anatomy fo1~ the behavior that is described in the above 

qualitative terms. Rather, it means that structurisation of energy 

with respect to somatic modes of stimulation takes place here 

more tho.n in any other part of the system~ because of the greater 

amo,mt of energy reaching the cortex at this point from the 

somatic receptors. Similarly, the visual cortex rapreserits a 

rnaximu.~ structurization of energy with respect to incoming im-

pulses from the retina. 'lnere is evidence throughout that the 

local differentiation at the poles depend upon each other (;'s 

we1ij a;~·1their respective peripheral organs. In addition, all 
• I \ 

parts of the periphery vary in their proximity to given parts 

of the cortical field in the amounts of energy they receive 

from the periphery and in the relative ease of transfer of 

energy from one place to another. Hence, dif'ferences in 

structurizations of the cortex should be expected. 

All of the somatic qualities not only have a bodily but 

also a visual reference, as Cutsforth also points out. If one 

1s touched he feels pressure somehwere upon his body~ but the 

•somewhere' is visual. 
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Pain, similarly to pl"essure, is referred to the·body but 

located 1n a spa.oefra.-me in terms of vision. But there is 

another class of experiences indicative of the v1suo-somatic 

dun 11 ty. Warmth and co ld as ordinarily experi enc ea. ha v:e_· e. 

bodily reference but sometimos are visunl and are described 

in visual terms" as in the case when we talk about warm and ... 
cold colors or when we say that the day looks warm. Visual 

pro,jection of pressures to space beyond the body is another 

class of examples. From this, one can- see the diversity in the 

role played et one time -and another by the· visual field and· 

by somesthesia .. 

Pain as a Somatic Individuation. Among the sensory qu.nlities 

that arise within the sonn tic field is pain, and in comparison 

with ~ouch it is poorly localized .. Nevertheless, investigations 

. made in the localization of pa in by cutaneous stimula.n:ton have . 

led to the belief that the pain spots are more thickly.distri-

buted than touch spots. This appears to be a contradiction, 

for on this basis, one would suppose pain to bo more definitely 

localized than touch. Pain is elicited from subcu·caneous 

tissues thnt are not seen., and is locnlizod do.finitely in 

proportion to its nearness to skin surface. space 
This"'field. is 

highly differentiated in terms of vision, which gives maximum 

locn.liza.tion point:Jf'or point.- Conversely, visceI'al pains ax-e 

provorbially poorly locaJ_ized, espeoially when coming 'from 

parts of the body where visualization is dil'_f'icult. 

The Visual Field in the Blind. Our demonstration of' a cortical 

field in which the occipital pole seems always to play a part 

may add weight to the growing suspicion that the congenitally 



blind possess an undifferentiated space field, one of whose 

potential aspects is visual. 

Ordinarily.- in stating that a. person is blind, it is 

meant that there are retinal lesions which render visual 

stimulation. But it must be realized, nevertheless, that 

even in such cases, the gr-eater port of. the central nervous 

system is a ti 11 intact and is .functioning. We may suppose 

that one phenological consequence of this field as a whole 

is undifi'~entiated spatially. Although the various spec11'io· 

properties of a visual field depend upon visual differentiation, 

relative to retinal stimulation, the existence of an undifferen-

tiated visual field is not dependent upon external stimulation. 

In this connection. Tracy's experiment may be recalled. He round 

that undifferentiated motor activity did not at first depend 

upon the development of the sensory or peripheral nervous system 

in the t oad-i'ish. 
' 

'l'he _Audit'ory Field. Uo one has found evidence of a.n undifferen-

tia~ed auditory f~eld in the congenitally dear.· This might be 

partly on account of the fact that no one has searched for 

such an experience. It would seem reasonable to question the 

existence of such a field, at least to suppose that it would 

be an extremely intangible thing, from the evidence of a 

'borrowing• found in all descriptions of sound. Further 

evidence· against a primary auditory field on a par with the' 

visual or kinesthetic come from anatomical consideration. 

The cochlear pr0,3ection areas are not so extended· as the visual~ 

and lie between the somatic and the visual.. The auditory 

receptors ar-e less numerous, and the auditory radiation is 

smaller ·than either the somatic or visual. 
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These_facts lead to two motheses: (l) The auditory 

area fails to differentiate thl•ough relative lack of' ener17 

from the periphery"' Thus the condition of' the auditory 

field may be explained in terms of dynamics, (2) The 

auditory area 1s subordinate to either one of two trans-

cortical gradients which dominate it. J.t would follow from 

( 2) that the subservience of the auditory to the soma tic and 

visual areas hinges upon the dynnmies of polarity. nowhere 

is nature does there seom to be activity between two poles 

which is not dependent upon-the poles• 

A plain example 6 although ranote from the content of our 

discussion, is that of the tree, in v.rhich the trunk's activity 

is dependent upon the activity of the leaves and roots,-

Pathology of Vision. We have said that the visual field 8.I'ises 

out of structurization of energy made possible in the cortex by -

retinal stimulation. This difi"erentiat1on occurs mot"e at the 

occipital pole than elsewhere because of the greater amount or 
energy reaching the_cortex, at that point, from tho retina. 

Hence, visual disturbances follow from a lesser destruction 

of tissue here than in other cortical regions. All attributes 

of vision do not suffer equally, however. Those arising out 

of more highly structured pat terns o:f, energy wi 11 3Uff'er the 

most distortion, or the .first disappearance.. Lesions will 
' . ' ' ', 

:'disturb the system in keeping with their location on account 

of the disturbance of a re~ tionship between ~he various :parts. 

The less highly structlll9ed th~ system the -iess· difference the 

locus of a lesion makes, the very result that has been observed. 

·The less. highly structured th~ system, the less differentiated 
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or varied the behavior, so that the injury or removal of any 

pa1--t of the system, whether bra.in>- _sense organ, or cot•d,-

produces e:f'fects in keeping with the way the sys ter.1 is recuded 

in complexity of structurization of its energy. 

With o.nteriot> injuries, vlsion is likely to suffer the 

least; while there is 1-ittle c1i sturbance else\-11he1,e in the 

field and an intact poster~or region, visualness exists., 

even though the eyes themselves have suffered damnge. 

The results of this thesis harmonize with the findings 

of Gelb and Goldstein in this connection, who investigated 

the vision of a war veteran with an occipital injury. Their 

subject lost form and movement. It was necessa1•y for him to 

make head movements and follow the contour of the object 

before gaining appreoia tion of its shape.. Provided these 

movements were prohibited by instruction, or prevented by 

excessive geometric_ complication of the figure:, form was 

absent. Drawing· sever.al lines through a written word-would 

serve to make it meaningless. It is reas'Jnable to suppose that 

the necessary 1 borrO"N1ngt from kinesthesis to supply awareness 

of form is consistent with the present discovery of cortical 

polarity, nnd with Cutsforth•s results in which there seems 

to be coruylete ngzaeement. Further, the dependence upon 

vision of localized touch in the Gelb case is added evidence 

for the present bipolar, f'ield conception. 

v .. De Barenne and the Strychnine Technique. The experiments 

of iie Bal'enne, described in Section II of this thes:i.sJ' huve 

justified the graning suspicion tbnt the so-called motor areas 

in the antel"io l' half of the cortex are not merely motor in 
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function but sensory as- well. Although the first experimenters 

ma.de a shat•p distinction between the :motol" o.nd th<¾ sensnry., 

later workers observed phenomena that could be 1nte:--prsted 

eitht;r a.s sensory . or motor. In de Ba.:renne' s \vorlt we .find an 

experililental justification of the precise situation in the 

brain tr.at a truly non-local iza.tlon, or i"ield theory, would 

require., His results clearly harmonize 'l'lith the bi-polarity 

of tLe cortex d:scovered in: this study, in which we .find that 

the ante1~io1 ... pole 1s soma tic rather tha.n motor or sensory or a -
mosaic of the two. 

V-B-v1. Lashleyts experiments. Lsshley's experiments have 

been so extensive and varied ln character that.,. within the 

limits of the prese1'lt discussion, they cannot be considered 1n 

detail. In his lnte monograph~ he he.s :reported upon the effect 

of cerebral injuries in rats on maze running, solving the · 

problem of n pla tforni box~ and on simple brightness discrimin-

ation •.. ·More recently he ha_s reported the discrir1ination of 

form. 

Superficially; the three types of por.f'ormances just 

mentioned su.f.fered d iffercntly from the effects of c orebral 

losions .. L&shloy concluded tlw.t there was some localization 
. -

in case of tl1e platform box .and brightness discrimination, but 

not in the case o:f maze running. AccoI'dingly, he still thinks 

in tet•ms of simple sensory funotions versus h.ighly integrated 

performances, the former requiring localization. On the other 

hand., he believos that mazG running is an example of intelligent 

behavior, and a function of. the brain as a whole. 
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He bases his theory of brain functioning upon three 

principles; namely, equipotentio.lity, mass action, and 

dynm:1.ic equilibriu.i'Il of brain parts. The flrst two cone epts 

are ·so qualified that, in his own: words, they merely &.p_ply 

to trJe assoc in tion ares.s and not to. regi.ons where there is the 

pos oibility of some loc a.lizat1,on. Although he frankly sho,vs thl t 

behavior distu.rl)Emces are· roughly proportional to loss of tissue,. 

he continues to postulate localization of function in order to 

account for tl:,e fact that injury to the occipital pole was 

more c~1t1cal ~or the brightness and form discrimination than 

injuries elsewhere. Lilcel"Tise~ in case or the platform box, 

the m1 terio1"' polo was :more :important than any other area. 

Lashley did not mPJte adequat~ use of the principle with which 

he starts; he oommenees at once to tear them down ,1ftor 
. 

a.ccep·ting them as nacesss.ry. ~l.1he present 0011cept of· the 

bi-polar distribution of energy takes care of his rssults in 

far more adequate fashion. Our knowledge of this fact of 

bipolarity of the animal's anatomy~ and of th,e bi-modality of 

human :perception, explains i~ashley's results without t•ecourse 
\ 

to the c9ncopt of localization~ which hE> orig:lnal ly agreed 

should be abandoned. A given area derives itn f'~nction from 

i i.;s l"elaticin to the field as e. uhole. Vlhen loss of the visual 

coi--tex destroys form vision,. 1 t is only that of the energy 

necessary fol" tlli:-:J performnnce is lacking; hence the nctivity 

will noi.; take place. But this does not menn that the activity 

d,~pondod on this area nlone7 or in pr1ne1ple 7 more upon this 

a·,,..r.m than tha br•ain no n whole. We need only to supposo that 

suf'f:l.c ient amounts of enel'gy to carry on the for1n discrimination 

no longer exists at this pole. At the sa.~e time the visual 

function depending on this pole, also depends on the other pole 
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in fact• upon the transcortical gradient •. 

vii. Pavlov and tho Reflex School. The following quotation 

represents the conditioned reflex theory of tho constitution 

and behavior of' the cerebral cortex with reference to the 

rest of the organism: n1t beco::r.es obvious ••••• that tbrough the 

medium of the cerebral cortex a great number of environmental 

changes establish now positive, now rieg9.tive, cdnditioned 

reflexes and determine in this manner the diff'erent ef.fector, 
i 
I 

activities of the aninal organism and its everyday behavib:c-~ 

All or these conditioned reflexes must havo a definite repre-

sentation in the cerebral cortex in one or another definite 

group of cells. One such group of cells nru.st bo connected 

.with one def'inite activity of the ot-ganimn, another group with 

nnother activity: one group 111ay dete1•mine a positive ac·tivity.,. 

while another may inhibit an activity. The cerebral cortex 

can accordingly be represented as e.n exceedingly rich mosaic, 

or no nn extremely oomplicatod •switchboard'• However, in 

spite of its extreme complexity as nmvitchbon~d, there 8.l"e 

always large spaces 1 .. csorvad for the development of new 

connections. Moreover, points which are already involved in 

a definite conditioned activity frequently cbange·their 

physiological role and become connect~d with some other 

aotivi ty of the a.nimal.n 

"The idea of the cerebral cortex as a mosaic of functions 

is in part indicated in the current anatomical and physiological 

tenching~ "The rather rough localization of funotion wl1ioh has 

·been achieved during the last century of expe:c-imental physiology 

is no less in accord with such a conception." 
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"The existence of localization of function in the cortex 

is in some cases suf"ficiently proven by the evidence of 

structure alone, definite receptor elements having been shown 

to stand in connection with definite cortical cells. The 

study of conditioned reflexes has shown, however, that a 

conditioned reflex appears at first 1n a generalized form, 

~- that excitation irradiates .from its point of initiation 

to embrace also ce 1ls belonging to other receptor clements 

beyond the boundary of the area of the cortex primarily 

connected with the stU!IUlnted receptor; the problem becomes 

still more con.plicated when we talce into account also the 

~mbsequent concentration of excitation upon its point of 

initiation." (fa.vlov., I. P. Conditioned Reflexes. London, 

1927. pp. 219-220.) 

The atomism in such quotations ns these,from Pavlov,1s 

~ppn.J.ling. These quotations are intended to interpret the 

findings of his lnst thirty yeors of work.. It 1.s ohvious that 

they are no dif'forent in type -Fi-om the postulations of' 100 

years agot Except in the matter of' certain details, he has 

not progressed from the thinking of tha·t time. 

All or his exper.iI:J.ents have been ma.de under tho most 

rigidly controlled· cond1t_1ona,, The behavior of the animal.a 

has been simplified ar~1.fic1ally. He recognizes this 

simpli~ioation, ancl sets ont deliberately to obtain it, but 

has f'org(';tten thnt what he observes the animal to be doing 

is a function of the whole organism, in fnct· more than thnt, 

a function of the who le behavior situation. He is blinded 

by his original atomistic assumptions. Were he to discover 

this fact, he could no. longer employ simple phenomenological 
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units uponwhieh to build phenomenological complexity. Be 

would no longer say tm. t the observed acts were reflexes, 

in the sense ·that they are the parta out of which observed 

complex behavior :is built. Ho would treat any performance 

of an intact dog as accruing from the whole dog, and would 

not reserve, as ha do es, part of the atlimal for the development 

of future conditioned reflexes. Actually he has not observed 

a single :phenomenon, in all these years, that would necessitate 

the c.ssur.'lption that any less of the dog was involved in his 

experiments than if the animal were out of the laboratory 

.pursuing a rabbit or trailing a cri-dno.l" or .a.rousing his 

. muster in cane of fire.. It is ti~ue that if the stimulus 

conditions. are simplified and thus made less varia.bla than 

usual, responses will in propo~tion bo simplified. Lass is 

demanded of the animal and the animal satisfies tho demand .. 

This is just tho same as snying that a slot rnaching will 

dispense chewing gum, but not co:m..111and nn army~ This, however,. 

docs riot say t1w.. t if_ the army commander vre~e to dispense 

chewing gum., he V{ould not use his eyes, smile, speak, gesticu-

la. te., nnd ·sbow courtesy in doing so. A system always behaves 

in terms of its total structurization, so that the argument 

that it could be simpler and still do what might be required 

of it does not toll how it functions in the first place. Our 

maps of energy distribution, and our bi-polar findings, make 

predictable the kind of reductions in simplicity that can occur 

for various types of behavior required, tinder laboratory con-

ditions Pl'escribcd by Pavlov, wherens Pavlov cannot predict 
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from mosaics anything that will occur· 1n the :i'utu:re. It is 

curious that, although he admits the generality of reflexes., 

in the first-stages of their developments, he does not accept 

the significance of this fact, but entertains a logic contra-

dictory to it. There are many facts that, as stated by Pavlov, 

actually demand a field the.cry, SlJ9h as the one just mentioned--

initial mass charact_er of reflexes. Others are the dependence 

of the salivary reflex on the cortex, and the socalled phenome-

non of inhibition and facilitation, for, how could one obtain 

·these phenomena ~f the parts were not already in relation to 

each other;and if they are clearly in relation to each other, 

how could they have acquired their relation other than under 

the laws of dynamics or balance, which presupposes a unitary 

field. 
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(1) The dog's cortex is active ,~en t~ ~nimal is apparently 
t0;,;\-~~_,,,j.~X_1-0 _\ IT~ 

passive and under. no particular. ~nnendefil stimulation •. is 

possible., however,. that the experimental situation. includirtg 

pain from the wound1:- e.ocounts for the reco~a in situationJ:J 

§;vorthele~l~ records lend to the conclusion that the so-· 

called passive animal exhibits a pattern of cortical activity 1 
essentially the same character as exhibited by the active 

animal. In other words~ there seems to be a basic pattern 

operating under all conditions of behavior and that any ex-

perimental stimulation of the animal under controlled con-

ditions does no more than ~modify this pi.attern7 other 

word.§t..-·r·t~l"ire is a bnsic pattern which pictures the adjustment 

of the cortex as a whole to the total stimulus r:ituatio:n. 

This pattern is characterized chiefly by a concentration of 

energy extending from the anterior to the posterior pole 
. .· ~Jfrl-(!_ 

through the mid1tory area with max~a at ,,W1ierpc,_J._.as .. 
vJ7!).{.,. . I ' . ··. r . 

(2) Under brigl1tness stimulation,f~og'passive, the level of 

concentrntio11 rises in the occipital pole-;- and at the anterior 

pole, shi~-~-~ t~tard ti~;~;~~!:~~J:;;of' the hemispher~• 
(3) fFi.._oi:n 2\-1.t followsfthat the cortex,. at least when intact, 

is involved in responses to brigl1tness. This finding 1s 

contrary to the suppositions of' Lashley and certain neurolo-

gists. 

(4) ~hen the dog is stimulated ovor proprioceptive channels 

by artificially moving its head from side to side (dog passive) 

the level of'the anterior maxinrum rises strikingly an,d also 
.__,~d, · f'r-.b. ;::x rv,,.!}JJ."" 

1ncreaa~s in ar_ea, perhaps Ll&~cs.1.~ moving the head caused 
I ~-o...,~, wvy 

pain. \],ufil the posterior maximum rises with the corresponding 
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increase in the anterior pole. 

(5) The corti~al pattern is modified to a less extent by 
9---,;:t_ 

artificially moving the_ dog's limbsf\/Neither the anterior nor 

the posterior maxima undergo so much of a change toward greater 
. ;,tf;-A_ ' 

extent and magnitud_e. On the contrary, the anterior becomes 

more restricted and suf'fers a loss in magnitude of disturbance, 

as compared with the consequences of head.movement. 

(6) In this situation, however, the peak of the anterior 

concentration shifts medio-anteriorly; that is, from the coronal 

to the anterior sigmoid gyrus. Curiously, the sigmoid gyrus is 

supposed to be a motor area. However., the animal was not 

actively resisting the stimulation. It would seem therefore 

that activity in this region represents a sensory function ns 

much as it represents a motor function. This is the region 

that showed almost no activity with the dog passive and under 

no particular stimulation (Situation I)~ The maximum at the 

posterior pole spre.ads _lateraL ~/ and anterior almost as far as 

the auditory area arxl is higher in the region of )he middle 

lateral gyrus than in the case of br,ightness stimulation,. dog 

passive. The total picture suggestsI again, mutual dependence 

upon activity in the two poles regardless of the mode of 

experimental stimu-lation. 

(7) Since the cortical pattern under pain stimulation from the 

tail, with the dog passive, 1s similar to the pattern in 

situation I where the dog was passive undergoing no particular 

experimental stimulation, one of two conclusions seems inevitable. 

In spite of the local anesthetic, the animal might have suffered 

pain from the wound or it might not have felt the pain 
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stimulation :from the tall. We are inclined to accept the 

lattBr interpretation arxl that the experimental situation 

raised the dog's threshold to pain stimulation. 

(8} In situation 6 (pain stimulation and slight wincing of 

the dog} there is evidence that the anterior concentration rises 

to a maximum .far exceeding that of situation 5.where the dog 

is passive under pain stimulation .from the· tail and as compared 

with other situations spreads lateral and posterior encompassing 

the. auditory area. The posterior concentration is at a lower 

maximum but higher than under brightness stiIIIlllation, with dog 

passive. This latter observation along with many others of a 

similar kind points undeniably to the multiple functinning of 

given points on the cortex. 

( 9) · In situation 8 in which limb movements occurred in response 

to artificial pulling of the dog's leg, records are incomplete 

on the whole gradient; however, the anterior pole exhibits a 

pattern similJ,r to situation 3 where the do'g was passive under 

artificial head movements an:l of a higher maximum than when 

passive under artificial limb stimulation., Thus the anterior ,, .. , 
maximum is apparently conditioned both by sensory and motor 

modes of activity.. In this behavior situation we find a maximum 

which extends into. the anterior ectolateral gyrus where under 

conditions of paasi vity, t,i: th~·no particular atimul!tion, and 

passivity with brightness stimulation,the level is at a 

minimum. At this point in two other situations medium concen• 

.tration was found; namely, wincing with pain stimulation and 

gross movement with pain stimulation. This suggests that the 

anterior ectolateral gyrus plays an important part in the 

voluntary inltiation of movement along with activity nearer 
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the extremes .of the polesr -Agai~, the indications are that 

the extreme visual pole 1s more active when the.dog moves 

even with no particular stimulation than when qrightness 

stimuln tion is given" 

{10) In situation 10 (gross movements to pain stimulation) 

both poles are o.t maximum,· the posterior concentration 

reaches a maximum throughm:t and extends from the posterior 

lateral gyrus all the way to the sylvian region, taking in 

the so-called auditory a_rea! In this pattern the auditory 

area seems to be an 1ntregal part of the posterior· concentra-

tion; whereas, in situation 11, as will become evident., this 

region belongs to the anterior concentration. The pattern in 

situation 10 suggests tln t visual activities are at a maximum 

under ordinary conditions of illumination when the dog is highly 

active and harmonizes with the thesis that more energy in thi, 

area is necessary .for form discrimination than for mere bright-

ness discrimination. When the dog ia struggling to·rree him-

self from the apparatus in the presence of two or more experi-

menters, it is presumably safe to conclude.that form discrimin-
./ 

ation is at a mnxim~m, 

( 11) In situation 11 (gross movements to motion o r the body) the 

posterior concentration seems greatly reduced.and the anterior 
s: po Le raised to a maximum throughout, extendl_~.from the ,median 

line to the sylvian gyrus 1 thus including the auditory area. 

This pattern proves again that both the stimulus and behavior 

situation~ must be taken into\F~ore ~~~ttern will 

become intelligible" Any effort to 1"L'1.d a simple one-to-one 

correlation between behavior and stimulation sttuat1ons 
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separately and the pattern is futile and misleading. . ..,c:jt~ 
. . . . 

for example, ~'t}.e dog \fj]mald.ng gross movements to artificial 

movement of the body, ~na.],the so-called auditory area of the 

cortex is highly acti~ yet ther·e was no more auditory 

stimulation than in situations where concentration in the 

auditory area was at a minimum. 

( 12) In situation 14, where head movements were made to pain 

stimulation, 1:x>th concentrations are reduced and the points of 
-ilL 

maxima confined to;\middle lateral region. 

( 13) Maximum concentration in the so-cal. led visual~area (posterior . . 1:t. . 
ectolateral and posterior lateral gyri) is folllld oss mo e-:;:.t. J ..... 
ment to ~)a'i~ 11M1;dium concentration I i-~" found§ p~ren~ when 

the dog is passive to artificial movement of the limbs and 

when he is making liinb movements to motor stimt1l.a tion; low 

degrees of concentration appear~he do~Jf"ssive to 

brightness stimulation, passive to no particular experimental 

stimulation, passive to pain stimulation ant1;fead 

to pain· stimulation. In all or these situations~ cour~, 

the visual stimulation has not been eliminated; nevertheless, 

the fact remains that under gross movement to pain stimulation, 

there was more ao ti vi ty at the occip1 tal pole than when the 

dog was deliberately subjected to brightness stimulation by 

dazzling light~~le passiv~ 

( 14) The so-called parietal region of the dog's cortex reveals 

no measurable concentration with the dog passive under bright-

ness stimu:,_ntion'-lshowiTsome activit~~: the animal passive · · t~i;.,, F I \ 
~1 t!'ll artificial movement of the limbs, and with the dog making 

slight limb movements to 
O"~ 

tion when the dog winces 

motor stimulation; moderate concentra-

to P~i?t maitinrum concentration is shown 
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when the dog is passive to movements of the head• and when he-. 

makes srw.f !o;.;:;;,~o ~ta~:.;,~;.,_~ movements to pain.\ 
(15) Within the limits of our records, the auditory area. so-

called• shows slight activity with the dog passive to bright-

ness stimulation, passive to head movements. passive to limb 
~"'--}.t,~ \ movements. and ·when the dog is making head movements to po.inr·· -·--- - - ~-_j 

A high degree of concentration occurs in this region when the 
\~-;;::,:~ . dog winces to pain>(and when it makes gross movements or the 

body to pain or to artificial movements of the body. 

(16) The orea to which tradition assigns facial and muzzle 
-xiv. 

sensivity. shows slight concentration with dog passive. and 

moderate activiti1:;;-:~~;}:;;~~t:_nts to pa"r"~1mum activity J6~ '\ -,· r---.-- r ~_,1..,..,,t-..1.'Jr'I-'•~~ 

with head movements to painfvifncing, and gross body movements 

to pain. 

(17) The somesthetic area reveals slight or moderate concen-

tration with the dog passive to brightness stimulation, pass~ 
. 

1.ve to limb movements. passive to pain, gross movements to paint 
--=":lie--~ -;:. 0 t_-P ri ~ · . 
~hile .J!i-~.xhibits maximum or nearly maximum concentration under 

the f'ollO\ving conditions; passive to head movements, wincing 

to pain, gross movements to pain and to motion of the body. 

(18) The median extremity of the supposed somesthetic area, 

said to be the soat of sens1bilityiR the hind limbs shows s11ght 

disturbance with the dog passive to artificial movement of the 
. . . 

limbs, moderate activity w1th1\dog passive to brightness st1m-· 

stimulation, and with head movements to pain stimulation; 

maximum concentration appea~ l;'i~l{l~ dog passive to head 
', . ,_______,.. 

movements, wincing to pain,§d phesuma~ when making gross 

movements to pain, when making gross movements to rolling of' 

the body., and artificial movements of th~ limbs. G;e~~o1nt 
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to be emph~s.ized here is the r;;t]~t maximum concentration 

in this region not only may occur when the hind limbs are being 

stimulated excessively by voluntary movement of the limbs but 

also whenthe dogts head is moved and the animal 1s passive. 

~• wOuld look as .. ~the dog• s b"havior 

whether sensory or motor in function must be considered in 

understanding the activity of the cortex. for there is no 

reason to suppose that with the dog passive there should be 

excessive stimulation of the hind limbs. 

(19) The so-called motor area of the dog1 s cortex exhibits 

moderate concentrat~!' ~~tations in which the dog is 

supposedly passive<> The lateral region of this area often assoc-

iated with head movements shows slightly increased activity 

under brightness stimulation. All records from this area reveal 

maximum activity when the dog is making gross movements. 
. Curiously~ it exhibitfli nearly maximum activity wit13/\dog passive 

b~t~~;t;r-stimu.lation··~f"lthe head and limbs, and less ac-
·-----
tivity when the dog was wincing slightly to pain stimulation 

:~~?s~lts (siiPP~fr\o-~'';;ici~';~ruUngs gener~ in so 

far (itwas evident that t~different a:'eas were involved in_ 

the reception<?[ stimuli and in the 1nti:-ha.tion or movement. 
---,,.j. ~, /"· '" . . . 'Vt-'J- I '-~ . .,:.,1. k ....,/'.- ·.~-, 

however,,l~_eyJ.demand a different interpretation, pamelt'.~ that 

the nctiv1ty ofa specific area. depends not only upon the prox-

imity of the area in question to the incoming and outgoing 
J.f.).~ 

nerve roots but/\upon the amount of energy necessary to execute 

a given performance. With gross and intensl~ activity, higher 

energy concentrations extend over larger areas of the cortex, 

but all of the cortex 1s involved at all times in whatever 



activity the animal 1s pursuing .. ·The significance of activity 

at any one.point of the cortex then can be understood only in 

terms of the laws of dynamics and not by §1~ recourse to 

purely anatomical considerations. -r 
Oy~H,o 

' (21) Our results have been brought into relation with the 

studies ,of Cutsforth and Gelb and Goldstein in the belief that 

it furnishes the neurological principle which explains their 

results. We .find that whenever tho animal presumably compelled 

to perceive pain ancl movement, activity in the visual cortex 

rises. This may be interpreted to mean that whatever contri-

bution the anterior pole makes to this performance depends upon 

e. corresponding contribution from the posterior pole,. moreover, 

the subordination of the auditory area to the anterior and 

posterior poles of the cortex point to a similar conclusion 

regarding the~dependence of audition upon vision and bodily 

movement• a .fact stressed by Cutsforth in all of his work on 

auditory perception. Results obtained by Mr. Perkins substan-

tiate this interpretation. He finds that activity in the au-

ditory region under sound stimulation never rises and :falls 

without corresponding fluctuations at the poles. l.f tactual 

and auditory perceptions depend upon the existence of space 

frames or fields of a.visual or somatic character, we should 

expect to .find a general cortical pattern dominated by the 

anterior and posterior poles and this is what we actually do 

.find. This dominance would furnish the neurological basis for 

the ground upon which the tactual or auditory experience is 

figured. In addition, we have discussed possible,reasons why 

there cannot be a basic ground or frame o:f s1mp1J" a.tactual 

or auditory character. The dynamics of the cortex. prevent it. 
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The larger amount of incoming energy from the visual and. somatic 

.receptors other than t~1ctual, sets up..,.. the two poles and induces 

a greater amount of neural differentiation with respect to 
., 

vision and movement than in case of other modalities •. These 

both dominate the entire field_• because an adjustment of these 

greater concentrations to ench other commands the total activity 

of the cortex and the smaller concentration~ elsewhere must• to 

exist at all• become subordinate to this adjustment. 

(22) our results have been brought into relation to those of 

Lashley and his interpretations (inconsist&nt with his data) 

have been revised by an appeal to the principles of dynamics. 

(23) The conditioned reflex experiments of Pavlov have been 

criticized briefly both for their logical and :ractual incon-

sistencies. 

(24) The results of this investigation can as yet be interpreted 

only in. the most general way, since the difficulties of obtaining 

records were so great and the numbers or records for each be-

havior situation necessarily so limited. Many refinements and 

elaborations or our suggestions are to be expected. As for the 

the more refined measurements that could be made from our 

records, relating to fre~uency and pattern :rormation of the 

·1mpulses. little can be said until large masses of data have 

been obtained under more\\tricted conditions. Certain general 

facts however, stand ·out 1n this connection. No signit;icant 
-~•;' 
=~:j ..... . 

deviations in frequency and pattern have appeared in the racords 

from dif~erent areas of the cortex whether sa~sory or motor. 
- (L.ut'" . 

(25) .It is quite evident that level and extent or the energy 

concentrations are not independent or separate factors in brain 

economy. Whenever a given performance requires increased vigor 
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of action a more complex and widespread concentration 1s re-· 

quired. This is obvio~~~~Q~:,n the extension of maxima to 
the so-cal.led auditory ar·eii , ether noiJ audi"1ory stimulation 

(26) It seems beyond doubt that a given area of the cortex may 

play a .multitude of roles in accordance with the character of' 

the total cortical pattern~ that i~in accordnnce with what is 

happening in other parts of the cortex. ~~~'imist abnndon_,there-

fore, any theory of' cortical activity that rests upon§y notion 

of \localization of function. It is no more legitimate to speak :--
of localization of function in the cortex than it.is to speak 

~f the localization of weight_~1i@in a stone. The weight is a 

function not of the ~tone as an isolated thing but of the position 

it occupies in a gravitational field• ~ogether with its density. 

Likewise, a. given area of the cortex plays a certain part in the 

economy of the total nervous system in virtue of its position 

in the system, namely)its anatomical·p:roximity to the receptors 

of the body and to other specific parts of the cortex.. This 

specificity of function is a matter of dynamic relation~not 
>-Q >.,-.,,.. 

a property inherent in the structure of the part .. · This ~es 
~MO-

not mean-in.· any \f3ense localiza t1on of function, .because the 
-f\ 

function depends upon the entire system. To destroy a part, 

therefore, and to find a loss 1n function as a result means that 
..... ~_..!,~:t.~,.0./\.,, 

the capncity of tho total system to condi tiori\Lt.he:1, performance 

~as been lost, ~~t;:~•;;;fcllthe destruction of vital pari. The 

loss nru.st be explained by the fact that sufficient energy to 

continue the function no longer exists. In this connection, 

,ve ha~e po,inted out that ~more complex [the)function; a~, 
VY', 

for form vision versus brightness visi~ 1s destroyed 
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by a loss of a proportionately lesser nmount of energy. This 

energy is found in the visual area not becau;3e this area has a 
I 

visual function and other areas do not but because the total 

cortical pattern responsible for vision is more highly differ-' 

entiat-ed in the visual than nny other area· in terms of tho~ 

er amount of incoming ene1.,gy in that nren than at any other point. 

U!_hat would we expect the retina and visual area to accomplish 

if' hypothetically diasec'ted out with its normal blood supply.-

laid upon the table and stimulated? Would this 'organism' 

see color and form? If the reader is not willing to ~nswcr this 

question in the affirmntive,,.-he certainly cannot consistently 

subscribe to a. localization theory.1 
------ .... (27) It seems necessary to aba.ndon&,nreservedl;LJ a, distipction-,-n 

t'4'v--t" f\r.Lu.r o/. ~'-"--'-,x.. . 
between sensory and motor .functions. The anatomibo.l-~riterion]. _ s-4 0 

the position of parts and direction of conduction hn~ led 

to errors of' _intorpretation. In place of this view. we must 

consider the consciousness of the organism to depend upon the 

neural field as a whole. It is not referable to incoming any 

more than to outeoing impulses or to •sensory• any more than to 

•motor' impulses. In fact. these terms[l'ose-'E:actically all 
--, h1-v-r, .Jl!.:Y,-,y -

,2f_L~!1e..§J significance ~-~cep.fil in an anatomical sense. This con-

clusion is demanded by the facts as well as by logical consider-

ations. Heightened activity in the so-called sensory areas is 

quite as likely to appear without increased peripheral stimu-

lations ns with it.~C~~~r~'1;;~~eightened activity-in the 

so-called motor areas is qs likely to appear without movement 

as with it_ under the right conditions, as ,'ihen the main conse-

quence of cortical activity is the perception of movement1 

inte11se sensory st1mulnt1on, and~ may presume,, ri.~ form. 



(28) In accords.nee with the facts and suggestions that have 

preceded, a field theory of the nervous system is demanded if 

its activities are to become intelligible •. A field theory 

supposes: (1) that the nervous system always functions as a·· 

whole,.(2) that the activity of any part depends upon the activ-

ity of the whole., (3) that the activity of the part is not .fixed 
~,_ 

by its internal structure aloner't---by its position with respect 

to the periphery-, but by a vast number of dynamic ~elations with~ 

the total .field, (4) that the activities of any part of' the 

cortex come about through processes of growth and differentia-

tion which determine the functioning of the sense organs as well 

as the functioning of the cortex, (5) that any mechanical., 

mosaic., or synthetic theory of nervous activity j_s futile, nei-

ther fitting the facts nor restin~ upon sound logic; (6) that 

the concept of reflex action must be supplanted by tho concept 

of configurational response, (7) that further progress in research 

upon the nervous system. if adequate• must be undertaken in the 

1
~ of field hypotheses. ,/2.,/~J.1 (V _/:;; ) 0 
\ ( 29) There a1·e numerous evidences° for the fluid character of 
! 
[the cent~al nervous system. 

A. Historical. 

n. As we have pointed out in our historlcal introduction., 

many of the discoveries of early investigators demanded 

a field theory for explanation~ especially is this true of 

the results of Flourens, Bechterew, Goltz. The signif'i-

i cance of these earlier findings \vas submerged 1m,a deluge 
! 
\-~ experimental data obtained observed out of r~J,_$.tion 

( tci'the conditions upon which they depended. such \Yere the 
; 
, data collected by such men as Fritsch., Hitzig,- Broe&, 
'----
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Wernicke• Sherrington and many others, on the so-called 

motor and sensory areas. Only recently has this blind alley 

been adequately exposed. Among those whose work on the 

nervous system and allied problems are the logical ante-

ceq.ents of this study are Magnus, de Barenne, Lashley, 

Coghill, and Tracy. 

Magnus found definite evidence that posture was con-

ditioned by vast stimulus situations involving the function-

ing o:f distance, as well as body receptors, further tha.t-

posture, as such, is a dynamic :field in which the function-

ing of the p·arts depends upon the pattern of the whole. 

These facts point directly to the unitary character o:f the 

totnl central nervous system and if it is a unit its :function-

ing nm.st be of a field character rather than the cooperate 

functioning of independent parts having discrete !'unctions. 

b. The unitary character of the central nervous system 

is indicated by de Barenne's experiments in which his animals 

showed evidence of sensory activity when motor areas were 

stimulated by strychnine. If the same areas have both 

sensory and motor functions., the conclusion is inevitable 

that the functioning of the parts depend.upon their relation 

to the v1hole. This pr:'i.nciple is demanded also by the fact, 

'.;· tql:>,served many times even by earlier investigators, that 

motor phenomena could be elicited from sensory areas. 

Theories of cortical activity since the time of Flourens, 

until the t1.me of Lashley have practically ignored these 

fncts. 

c. The facts of Lashley1 s experiments together with 

his lnclc of success in using in part, the principle of 
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locnl1zation in accounting for his results is a point in 

fnvor of a £ield theory. 

d. We have not referred specifically.to.recent discov-

eries in neurology beyond the mention of Tracy's work, the 

elaborate discoveries o.f Coghill, Child;. and others con~ 

cerning the development of the nervous system 1n the enibryo 

reducing the problems of neural growth to field laws of 

dynamics. 

e. The architecture of the cerebrum is such that a 

field theory should be expected. No where are there any 

evidences of compartmentalization of function, no shai~p 

lines of demarcation .from area to area, or internal diff-. 

·erences ·1n structure that justify a prediction from structure 

to function.· 

r .. In investigations so atomistic and mechanistic as 

those o.f Pavlov there are numerous evidences that his highly 

categorical•a.ssertion concerning the mosaic and switchboard 

character of the cortex breaks down under the weight of his 

O\m experimental contributions.: Where we should expect him 

to fall back ultimately upon his original assu.~ptions as 

a J.nst resort,- he f'orsakes them and admits principles which 

presuppose opposite assumptions.: 

B., Evidences from this study. 

a.· The existence of active energy in widely separated 

portions of the cortex no matter what the behavior or what 

the stimulus situation,· points to a field theory. 

b. The existence of a transcortical gradient no matter 

V!hat the l>ehavior or stimulus situation is an undeniable 

sign of the uni tnry field.· 



This gradient is attested by the existence of kinetic 

energy concentrations along the medial latcrnl aspect of 

the cortox from the aonmtio to the visual poles through the 

so-called auc1i tory nJYan. The relationships of this patte!'n 

to the hohavior and stimulus situation show thHt the pattern 

is a functional one, not an anatomical mosaic. 
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c. The fluctuations in this gradient in terms of diff• 

erent behavior and stimulus situations took place in every 

1nstnnce without a disappearance of the ma.in chnrnctoristice 

of the gradient,- for exrunple., the relative concentrations 

of energy in the anterior,. central- and poste1•ior portions of 

the cortex might va1•y relative to each other but only within 

limits; always the gttadient as a vtl1ole was found to exist. 

d. The subordination of th~ audito~y to the somatic 

nnd visual regions of the cortex is consistent with a field 

theory, This means that no isolation exists at different 

points in the cortex. 

e. Since no high energy concentration wns found in 

the so-called association areas it cannot be concluded that . . 

cortical activity reduces to an association of diverse 

indendent functions localized at various places in the cortex 

nnd bl'ought together by the agency of the o.ssocintion areas. 

f. It is evident from this investigation that neither 

the level nor the aron of energy concentration in tho cortex 

can be treated as a discrete entity.for the purpose of· 

explaining the dog•s behavior, but of necessity must be 

conside~ed in their mutual relations. This 1s true not 

onl.y for single parts of the gradient but for the parts in 
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their relation to each other. On any other basis than that 

\ of a field theory,, one should be 2.ble to predict from iso-
I 
I lated aspects of corticnl .functioning to discrete aspects 
I 
l......____gf the a.nimalts behavior and.!!£!. versa. 

(30) ~nii;__ finali!}~e specif 1c contributions of thi~ investigation 

are (1) a fairly clear-cut demonstration by the nction current 

technique of the fluid and field chnract~r of the dog's corte~ 

(2) the discovery of a. bi-polarity in the cortical field in which 

the anterior and posterior poles dominate the total pattorn. 

(3) the conclusion,. based on various suggestive data thnt the· 

distinction bet,.,een motorp sensory, and association areas is· 

false. [(-f the bringing into relation .r~cts pertaining to the 

dyna.mics of the cortex with the new phenomenology of perception 

demanded by the· discoveries of ·Cutsforth~ Gelb nnd Golstein and· 

other~iJ 
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